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To Describe Blow-Jobs Artistically

"The master of ceremonies asked people to say what
they thought the function of the novel might be in
modern society,  and one critic said,  'To provide
touches of color in rooms with all-white walls.'
Another one said, 'To describe blow-jobs artistically.'"
-Kurt Vonnegut, Slaughterhouse Five.

Few individuals share the experience of enlightenment exactly as Oscar's. Drunk, in the 
back seat of a 20-something Honda Civic, being blown ever so graciously by God-knows-
what-her-dad-named-her, Oscar peered into the left tilted rear-view mirror only to see Tiny
Jesus smiling and waving from the driver's seat headrest. Thinking this was some strange, 
unknown hallucinatory side-effect of drinking tequila with raspberry vodka, Oscar tried to 
refocus on the petite, curly haired red-head slobbering all over his phallus of fluctuating 
firmness.

Yet he found himself closing his eyes. He found himself thinking about doing history 
homework in-between laundry cycles, his childhood go-to for erection stifling. God-knows-
what-her-dad-named-her looked up and asked if everything was okay: the mast was 
drooping. Oscar reassured her that everything was wonderful. Everything was dandy. Tiny 
Jesus definitely wasn't playing a harmonica on the dashboard.

In just a moment Oscar will have his mind divided from his body. He will be gone long 
enough such that when he returns the only thing he will see are the curly maroon pubic 
regions of a faceless, nameless, inhabitant of the planet who he will love and understand 
deeper than the man who named her. She will be completely unaware that the mind, 
formally attached to the body, attached to the member in her mouth, has been shown the 
shadow of the nature of existence. As Oscar's mind leaves for an indescribably present  yet 
distant sense of time, the beast within this soulless man will occupy her with pulsating 
gyration of up, down and up, and she will sync up with him, her fishy lipstick going down, 
up and down.

Tiny Jesus moves from the dashboard towards Oscar in a four-dimensional trajectory. How 
best to describe this? At rest he is one, making a singular decision. In motion, he is many 
and all possibilities on a sliding scale of probability. Oscar can only perceive a kaleidoscopic
view of a thousand Tiny Jesuses teleporting towards him, until one appears atop the ginger 
girl's head going down, up and down, her hot, gin scented fumes of nose breath moistening 
Oscar's thigh. Tiny Jesus's little feet deform her hair,but she doesn't seem to notice. Tiny 
Jesus takes out his harmonica again and blows a harsh sweep from low to high, and as the 
top note stabilizes, everything glows whiter, and whiter, and up, down and up again.

And this is what Heaven is like: Tiny Jesus is normal Jesus again, and you enter mid-stride 
with your eyes on Jesus's open palm. He is offering you a handful of sunflower seeds. You 
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walk along a river, on a soft dirt path, barefoot and surrounded by miles of plush, twig-less 
grass. As you know from Tiny Jesus in the car, there is no talking here; just a knowing 
gleam of eye contact. There is never any confusion, so there is no need to say anything. No 
decisions have to be made because everything will be just fine. If you don't like sunflower 
seeds, you don't have to take them, but Jesus being Jesus, he will always offer. When Jesus
eats sunflower seeds, he doesn't eat them one at a time. He doesn't even bother to de-shell
them. He throws them into his mouth a handful at a time and chews the wad like gum. 
From time to time, between wads, he wades into the water and takes a long drink. He 
doesn't mind getting wet from the belly down. Sometimes there is a warm breeze and 
sometimes there isn't. Sometimes it is a cooling wind and sometimes not. No one really 
notices because either is just fine. People are the same as they were on Earth, and 
everyone is here.

You walk on with Jesus, in the ever pleasant day. He spits wads of sunflower shells into the 
grass, and always offers you a handful. All the while, you pass by pairs of true lovers, 
silently engaged with an art or craft in the warmth of each other's company. Once dead, 
everyone becomes a master of their art, and no one remembers why there were art critics 
to begin with, until they really think about it. They understand, smile, or laugh to 
themselves and forget all over again. A book is no better than a painting, nor worse, and a 
painting is no better or worse than any other painting. They are simply different. When 
pairs pass by other pairs, they look over each other's work and smile with warmth and 
knowing. There is no need to praise, because the artist knows the work is a masterpiece, so
the subject just enjoys the art for what it is, and everything is just fine.

You walk by Hell every now and again, and everyone in there is the same as they were on 
Earth. Looking from the outside in, Hell is a massive, light gray, concrete pyramid full of 
windows and balconies for people to smoke on, because you aren't allowed to smoke 
indoors, even in Hell.

There was never any torture, or fire. They just prefer to be indoors, despite the ceilings 
being a little low, and the lighting poor. That was the only difference. Low lighting and low 
ceilings. People in Hell, which isn't that bad of a place at all, would simply rather stay 
indoors on a perpetually sunny day, or a surprisingly warm evening. The inhabitants of Hell 
have the Internet, television, and bars. They will sometimes come out to an overhang, or a 
patio to smoke cigarettes, because even in Hell, you can't smoke indoors. You work the 
same job you had on Earth in Hell, and everyone makes as much as they need to. The 
people of Hell pay taxes, although the tax money doesn't really go anywhere. There is no 
governing body, because no one is worried about theft or murder, because everyone has all 
the material items they could want, but are silently uncomfortable with admitting that 
empty feeling associated with having too many luxuries.

Not too many people know how the monetary system in Hell works, but there are lots of 
television shows that talk about it, and everyone understands that it is meant to be 
confusing. There are lots of hand sanitizer stations and pay-phones that no one uses. They 
all have their own private space, and there is plenty of it, although the ceilings are a little 
low, and the lighting poor.
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In Hell, they provide you with just enough room to be lonely in, and a cavalcade of luxuries 
that don't really matter. You have the best hot tub so nice it gets just a little too hot, and 
the most powerful air conditioner so it's almost always a little too cold, and most people 
spend their days getting in and out of really nice hot tubs and re-watching their same 
favorite television programs. You have an endless supply of TV channels, but you probably 
only watch programs on about four or five of them. You have a computer with Internet to 
watch the shows you watch on TV, or read the ideas of other people watching TV on a 
computer.

People in Hell still spend a lot of time on cell phones, because they aren't comfortable with
accepting the silent knowing that the folks in Heaven have. They know the same things that
the Heaven folk know. They just still need someone to validate them. People in Hell aren't 
unhappy at all. They just aren't sure if they're happy. They aren't sure of a lot of things, 
like if they know the same things that the folks in Heaven know. They do. It's just not 
enough.

There are still bar fights. There is still work drama. They still defecate in Hell because they
still eat, and they eat well. But toilets still get clogged, and people still gripe as they either
call a plumber or search for a plunger. They know they've died, and there is no real need to
eat beyond pleasing the sensation of hunger. Besides, Jesus eats too. Jesus poops also. He 
likes to visit Hell sometimes with a smattering of Heaven folk who could be bothered, and 
they will go find a place to eat a slice of pizza, or a roll of sushi. No one is quite sure how it
all started, but for whatever reason Jesus loves tuna salad mixed with macaroni and 
cheese, topped with capers, jalapeños and chunks of thickly sliced turkey bacon. No one is 
quite sure where he gets it either, but everyone is comfortable not knowing certain things.

Asking how often Jesus gets tuna salad mixed with mac and cheese with capers, peppers 
and bacon is a silly question for the dead because there is no time. There is day, which is 
always pleasant, and night, which is always surprisingly warm, but no one in Heaven pays 
any attention to the change for being too deep in the enjoyment of the moment, and 
everyone in Hell is in a perpetual state of coming out of a movie theater and being shocked 
by the state of the day, so they are no help at all. What can be said about Jesus's visits to 
Hell is that when he walks around, everyone knows him, but they often call him by 
different names - again, it is mostly out of this strange need for Hellian validation despite 
knowing exactly who he is. They call him Buddha, Mohammad, Moses, Vishnu, Holiness, 
Steve and all sorts of names, and he responds to them all with a wide smile and a handful 
of sunflower seeds. People in Hell rarely eat sunflower seeds. They have no proper place to
spit.

People in Heaven are allowed to stay in Hell, and people in Hell are allowed to go to 
Heaven, but you rarely stay in both places equally. Part of that unspoken understanding is 
knowing where you prefer to be, and everyone is just fine with it. No one tells people they 
don't belong anywhere, they just give knowing smiles signifying an acknowledgment of a 
stranger or a neighbor, and there is very little difference between the two. Sometimes you 
see a pale pudgy Hell girl going for a run along the river, and everyone from Heaven 
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chuckles because they forgot what being in a rush was like. Sometimes you see a person 
from Heaven walking dazed around a mall in Hell, sipping a Slurpee and staring at 
mannequins and pondering what possible good a fine Italian suit would do on a beautiful 
day like this. It would only get ruined in the river, so they never go inside.

The most overlap you see between inhabitants of Heaven and Hell is the library. Everyone 
likes the library. People from Heaven love fiction from Hell. They love the adventure, the 
noir, the mystery and excitement of murder stories, but they love it in the library, knowing 
that it will all go back on the shelf shortly. People from Hell love the poetry from Heaven. 
It helps them appreciate natural beauty in that slightly removed medium they are so used 
to. It is a nice break from watching nature shows on HD TV; they still don't have leave the 
comforts of their home; they can still drink premium coffee that is just a bit too strong, 
and smoke cigarettes that are a smidgen too heavy, knowing peacefully enough, that it will 
all go back on a shelf.

You wonder the same thing everyone wonders when they take their walk with Jesus eating 
sunflower seeds. Did Jesus ever get blown? And knowing the "did-Jesus-ever-get-blown" look
like his own reflection in the river, he smiles at you, and you realize that knowing either 
way would have been disappointing. For those of you who have died, everything becomes 
clear at this point, but for folks like Oscar, he chuckles - the only real verbalization in 
Heaven - and you continue on, leaving a trail of sunflower shell wads behind.
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4 my future .-er: $ & B==D Will not fill ur <3

U r my .-er
& I no there's a chance
U will bcum fodder
4 sum gentleman's pants.

4 if u do -_- (zzz)
W/ a condomless fellow
If u do rosin
The bow of his cello

If u do polish
The £ in his purse
Spit shine his B=D
& actually give birth

2 his :( :( spawn,
Prepare 2 work twice
@ a >: o single mother
& an :'( wife.

Because B==D cums & goes
Like a lottery won $
It's easy to win over
Like my poor slutty .-er
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Stop Me If You've Heard This One

I should probably mention that there is a lot more sex in movies in the future. Also, porn 
has much higher cinematic quality and more complex story-telling devices than before.

Some time from now, marketers will finally figure out the formula for a gender inclusive 
form of adult entertainment. The "first date" format, which has become a cornerstone and 
turning point for porn in the past few years, follows a couple on their first date, detailing 
their subconscious sexual fantasies along the way.

The genre itself was popularized by an actual scene in a romantic comedy which should be 
coming out in your time fairly shortly. Its success ushered in sequels, a novel series, a 
syndicated television program, merchandise, and eventually a number of pornographic 
parodies which took the world by storm.

Everything is in real time, panoramic 3-D and at least 48 frames per second. Some critics 
argue that the "first date" format is its own genre of visual media, inhabiting the creative 
space between the romantic comedy and traditional pornography.

In the future, it is not an uncommon second date activity to take in one of these features. 
The self-referential generation seems to be quite fond of this type of experience in which a
couple finds a "first date" formatted porn which most closely resembles the actual date 
they had.

The format is indeed so popular, that it invites surprise guest appearances from 
participants of its parent genres. Much in the same way the people of your time can find 
the celebrities of yesteryear on charming dance competitions, it is not uncommon for film 
actors and actresses looking for a comeback to make "first date" cameos from time to time. 
In addition, traditional pornographic actresses almost always try to segue from regular 
porn, to the date format, to traditional films.

One such rising star is a girl named Alex, who today, is having lunch with her younger 
brother Dave. They have not seen each other since Dave was about fourteen.

In addition to a propensity for thinking too far ahead, Alex is a starlet of a specific sub 
genre of the "first date" format unofficially called "The Wandering Mind." The loose 
definition of its formula is as such: a classically cute female - the smart, quirky, quiet 
and/or modest type; someone you could see wearing blue plastic glasses to work - is set up 
(usually by her parents or friends) with a truly undesirable male. As the date progresses, 
the classically cute girl - bored, uninterested or irritated, but too sweet to ever say 
anything; men like a girl who'll bite their tongue after all - indulges in fantasy after fantasy 
of a staggeringly handsome man (ie. a vaguely foreign fireman, a blonde doctor or a B-list 
celebrity) abruptly and comedically interrupting the bad date (slapstick violence is 
common). The imagined male will then ravish, suckle, and cunniliguate the classically cute 
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girl while the uninteresting man continues on in real time, talking about his job, his first 
wife, his cat, Ernest Hemmingway.

Alex dreams of Hemmingway ejaculating all over her face...

Alone in her dressing room she prepares for lunch, pleasantly constricted in a white 
cashmere robe. With meticulous care, Alex removes every flake of glitter and every trace 
of coconut body oil from her face and collar. She flosses, re-brushes her teeth and gargles 
wintergreen mouth wash, spitting away any evidence she's had four men inside her since 
ten-thirty this morning.

Kid Dave was her Sweetiebird. They would eat sandwich bags of grain filtered Lucky Charms
by the beach. They flew kites, pretending individually, silently, that the wind would carry 
them to Oz. She would build a castle too close to the tide, and Dave would erect a wall of 
sand to protect it; dig a trench; fill a moat.

When Dave knocks on Alex's dressing room door, it will take her by surprise. Dave is early 
for everything. She'll want to squeeze kid Dave, lifting him off his feet and twirling him 
around, but he is far too tall and lanky now. That boyish chestnut hair will be oily, and his 
skin, no longer luminescent like the moon, is scarred with old acne craters, like the moon. 
In the moment, Alex will discover a new kind of shame when she realizes she doesn't want 
her brother to feel her breast implants pushing up against his skeletal chest. Alex will kiss 
him on the cheek instead, burning up as she wonders if he can detect the many male 
pheromones that are still caught in the cracks of her lips.

When Dave moves to take his army green canvas backpack off, Alex will apologize for not 
being ready, although Dave was twenty minutes early. She will fling off her robe, revealing 
her evenly tanned body and after a few seconds, settle on jeans, a white polo, eventually a
green and black polka dot head band that reminds her of unripened ladybugs, although she 
knows that isn't a real thing. Dave will remember her being far more pale in a gray hooded 
sweater walking barefoot on the foggy shore. Her toe nails were pained electric blue. He 
will turn away, embarrassed, and stare at the logo on his backpack he's seen a thousand 
times. He's the only living soul who will ever turn from Alex undressing.

At multiple points, from the walk off the set, to the good-bye hug outside the Hawaiian 
barbecue chain (Alex has gotten over the fake breast thing by now) each party will wonder 
if at any point in the past half decade or so, Dave accidentally pleasured himself to his 
sister.

I'm happy to report, he never did. But do please remain sympathetic for the pair in light of 
the fact that both had to think about the premise as many times as they did and will 
continue to do so over their lifetimes.

Dave will be moved by Alex's apology. She never asks for the exact moment Dave learned of
her career choice, but assumes correctly that he learned of it second-hand and that the 
subsequent teenage years were mired in unpleasant mockery and innuendo.
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Alex will be relieved by how accepting Dave is of her life. Between bites of grilled short-
ribs and macaroni salad, he asks genuinely curious questions. Do you get recognized a lot? 
What do fans say to you? Is dating difficult?

As she picks away at her diet 7-Up and chocolate ice cream float - a combination too 
strange even for her fellow actresses who made a name for themselves drinking cocktail 
glasses of mixed spermatozoa - Alex will admit that while she can tell when someone 
recognizes her, she is rarely approached outside of a convention setting. The lonely single 
nerds who masturbate furiously between online dungeon raids lack the necessary level of 
social skills and experience to say hello, and married men are not advised to introduce 
themselves to their favorite pornographic actress while spending time with their kids at the
aquarium. Besides, Alex will joke, people aren't typically studying the subtle contours of my
face. She never answers the dating question.

On the walk to the Hawaiian barbecue chain, before Alex pulls Dave into a corner store for 
a pint of lite chocolate ice cream, she notices and recalls how slowly her little brother 
walks. She will lead him by the elbow, and to the passer-by, he might look a tad like he has
a condition of some sort. Of course, his stiff, anxious gait and Internet induced pallor is 
highly contrasted by the loose, elegant flow of Alex's step and golden shine. She will think 
about how relatively little sex her brother must have, and how it would do him a world of 
good if she set him up with a nice fluffer, like blonde Monica from Nebraska with the blue 
glasses.

They don't talk about everything. Their dad's name doesn't come up. Dave won't mention 
how many nights he wept himself to sleep after Alex disappeared three days before her 
eighteenth birthday. He got her a rubber-ducky shaped shower-radio. She would have loved
it. Alex loves ducks. It's at their mom's house somewhere, wrapped in shiny Christmas 
themed wrapping; reindeer and pine trees. He won't talk about dropping out of college, or 
how he spent all his high school graduation money, along with three years of allowance on a
prostitute, only to have her hold him until two in the morning as they watched re-runs of 
old sit-coms. He really only had the funds to keep her until one, but the girl thought he was
sweet, adorable, pathetic, and a really good episode had just come on. They're friends on 
Facebook now, and whenever Dave starts a sentence with something like, "I have this friend
who..." or "my friend told me," he's usually talking about her.

When she is finally ready to leave the set for lunch, Alex will ask how Dave's writing is going
as a means of trying to steer the conversation towards his college experience. Was he still 
writing poetry? She still has the wrinkled pages with frayed edges in the middle drawer of 
her night stand, but for some reason she will forget to tell him and kicks herself later for it.
There was that one about why wet sand felt so good between the toes, because you knew 
how awful it would be, sitting on the hard car bumper in the cold wind, futilely slapping at 
your feet, knowing your flip-flops will feel like daggers as you accelerate and break towards
the respite that was the little white shack which sold corn dogs and curly fries.
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In the corner store, Dave asks if Alex talks to Mom much. They email every once in a while, 
and did Dave want any licorice? When they were little, before kid Dave could ride a bike, 
they used to count down the days on the calendar to Thursday, when Mom would take them
to the library to check out movies and the occasional book. There was this one collection of
Hannah Barbara cartoons, and although the kids checked it out over twenty times, they 
mostly watched a Yogi Bear cartoon. Another favorite was the old Rocky and Bulwinkle 
show, something their mother introduced them to. It was her favorite as a child, and the 
whole family tells the story of how it was that cartoon that started kid Dave's proclivity for 
writing in meter.

Alex doesn't come home, not because she's ashamed of what she does. She is embarrassed 
by how much more money she makes than her mother, although she won't mention that 
part to Dave. She hates the idea of Mom being wrong.  Alex tries to let Dave assume it's the 
work that keeps her away, but he doesn't fully buy it while not pressing the issue. The old 
Pakistani woman at the counter knows Alex's face well, and smiles warmly. She asks if Dave
is her boyfriend. They all laugh at the mistake. The old woman tells Dave to find her a good
man. She's a very pretty girl. It should not be difficult. My grandson is something, 
something, something...

Alex is going to sense Dave's unwillingness to talk about that failed year of college and 
leapfrog the conversation once the rotund island woman with string cheese hair brings out 
his plate of grilled meat. Dave is looking at a future of minimum wage jobs. He is too small 
to be useful in any sort of construction work. He's not charming enough for sales. All he has 
is that way with words. Alex will struggle to not say the words, "So what're you gonna do 
now?" No one likes that question. She will softball the writing job offer by framing it in 
terms of her film company's rapid expansion; how they're always short-handed; how the 
executive producer and series director don't have time to write scripts anymore.

She wants Dave to ask for the work; as though her Sweetiebird has been a blossoming porn 
script writer all along; as though the words, "emerald skies above the west ocean dawn in 
seagull's eyes came as gray unmattering fog," were simple precursors to the templates of 
carefully crafted, mass-appeal smut; as though he's been looking for her since she was 
seventeen years and three-hundred-sixty-something days old and finally, once again, they 
can build sandcastles too close to the tide. She won't touch on the fact that she had to pull 
every favor she's earned in the past five or so years, or that the decision would most likely 
cement her place in the "first date" format for the foreseeable future, despite the fact that
most people in the industry assumed it would only be a matter of time before she receives 
her first traditional film offer. She couldn't leave her Sweetiebird this time.

Dave will not respond. It is as if he doesn't understand what she's proposing, which isn't 
true. He will segue the conversation to focus completely on Alex. Do people recognize her? 
Is dating difficult? All the while Dave will gauge her answers as a means of considering her 
offer. When he watches chocolate ice-cream corrode the fizzing lemon-lime soda, he thinks
of the last time he went to the beach. Dave see's jellyfish dead in the sand, empty 
fragments of annexed hermit crab shells; how the green and white foam lingers in the 
rippling wake. He never had the stomach to finish a whole basket of curly fries on his own, 
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especially after a corn dog sopping with honey mustard. There was that gang of sand-
wrecked, black pigeons who refused to be gulls. They ate the left-overs, and seemed angry 
at the amount of ketchup Dave used. The kid would always pour for two.

When they say goodbye, Alex and Dave will hug each other tighter than they ever have 
before. Dave is much stronger now, although to be fair he still uses rubber-bands and 
warm, wet towels with pictures ducks and bunnies in denim overalls carrying wicker baskets
of apples to open jars of pasta sauce. Alex and Dave will mash their cheeks together until 
they turn red and tender, and a microfilm of coconut lotion will transfer to Dave's face 
which he will, from that day forward, associate with the memory of Alex. She will grip the 
nape of his neck and accidentally pull at the back of his hair. His graveled chin will dig into 
her temple. She loses an eyelash in the process, wiping her face on his green canvas 
backpack strap. Neither feels like they can get close enough. They push all the wind out of 
their lungs so their backs can be that much closer. The atmosphere between their bodies 
thins and the resulting vacuum welds them together. Alex will feel the slightest pressure 
leaking downwards, and while they don't acknowledge it, fourteen to nearly eighteen 
percent of Dave wants to be lifted up and twirled.
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The Modern Woman

@ 22
Drinks pitcher of PBR
Plays w/ B=D
$ Plan B
:(

For the Last Time: Oscar's Inheritance

It came as two napkins and a mostly unused yellow legal pad worn with graphite and 
wrinkled with erasure. For the first time since he was in grade school, Oscar had to pour 
over cursive handwriting. The print slanted right. Large sweeps and dark lines from hasty 
scratch made it difficult to decipher. A full forty seconds passed before he pieced together 
what the lower-case "f" was. The title was clear as day however, bringing sour smiles that 
leaked over Oscar's pastel yellow and brown shirt.

*

"Blurb For Your Future Eulogy.

Take comfort in knowing, that when we engrave 'rest in peace' on Oscar's tombstone, it will
be an exercise in redundancy."

*

The second note came in blue pen and speaking tones. It was written in block print, and the
type was much larger and clearer. At the bottom of the page, three other concluding 
phrases had been scratched out. Only one was still legible. It read, but just barely, 
"Beat'chya to living and dying! Love on. -D"

*

"I know you've always wanted to try doing stand-up, so I put together some material for you
to try. Remember, an open-mic crowd is probably one of the toughest audiences you can 
have, so if any of this gets even a chuckle, stick with it and it'll be fine. And not to toot my 
own horn or anything, but I think you might be able to get laid using these words. Trust me,
I wrote it with a tweed jacket on, like a real writer.

[scratched out concluding thought]
[barely visible "Beat'chya to living and dying! Love on. -D"]
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[scratched out concluding thought]

Thanks again for the all the pancakes. Here's the bit..."

*

I just came back from a high school reunion
which is a strange experience because no matter where you turn
everyone has that same expression on their face.

Who here masturbated to me as a child?

I have good stats.
People should keep track of their masturbatory statistics
especially women
because once you start taking note
you realize you're always doing much better
than your polio-inflicted self-esteem
would have you believe.

It is a scientific fact
that if you are in your twenties
and have mildly normal body proportions
you are batting at least 500.

Personally, I'm coming in at 670
more specifically, a rising two-thirds.
Two-thirds of the women I meet
will at some point in their life
masturbate to me.

Now, I know what I look like.
I'm not rocking it in the looks department.
I have the muscle definition of a boiled yam.
My skin has the consistency of dehydrated ice cream.
This jaw is as chiseled as a poached egg.
And you can't see it now, but I have a bit of an outie...

You don't start masturbating to me.
You end up on me.
I come into the picture
on those days where you just have too much time on your hands.
It's at the end of the month
when you've already used up 90% of your data plan
and you're autocomplete is on to you.
It's after you've surfed through
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all your sexually viable co-workers
your celebrity shortlist
and those persons
who are the sole reason
you attended your high school reunion.

It's then, and only then,
when you're masturbating just because you know how to masturbate
just for the fuck of it
just because you've already seen that episode of Seinfeld
and just because you want to see if you can top your previous orgasm record
(again, so crucial that you keep track of your stats)
when you start to simply cycle through people you know
that I pop into the picture.

You'll be taken aback at first, sure.
But because of my soft, unassuming,
somewhat-reminiscent-of-an-eclair type features,
my childlike, innocent charm
and a wide-eyed smile that could crack a chestnut
because of this,
you will proceed to defile yourself.

And I say a "rising two-thirds"
because every time I tell this joke
I plant a little seed in your mind
and over time it will grow.
It may not be tonight, tomorrow, or for another month
but one of these days
you'll think of this joke
and I'll pop right in there.

These numbers are constantly being confirmed as well.
Just the other day I received a phone call.
The voice on the other end said,
"Oscar, I need you to stop telling that joke."

And I said, "Dad, calm down."
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In Reverence of Pencils

By 2100
There are no more children's pencil boxes,
pocket sized sharpeners,
or small pink parallelogramic erasers.

Kids have no tools to
draw faces on,
and imagine as dolls, race cars or rockets.

No boy rips the head off a pencil,
and pretends it's a soldier.

Girls in training bra's
don't paint their nails
With liquid-paper.

Calculator screens
are too fine
for displaying upside-down "boobs."

You can't drown out your teacher
with the class owned, crank handled pencil sharpener.

You can't play bloody knuckles or three penny hockey with BitCoins.

No one ever feels the subtleties
of the socioeconomic chain
by sitting next to the kid
with the mechanical pencils.

When you are assigned to a new desk
there are no etched grooves in the wood;
no entrenched scribbles;
no gossip or doodles;
no fruits of boredom.

Twitter killed the jelly pen note.
Angry Birds replaced the paper airplane.
Cursive seems like Shakespeare
And there's that rhyme no one knows...

"If u wanted 2 know
A man's power's of mental
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U had but 2 look at the state of his pencil.

4 If the wood part looks fresh
But the eraser is gone
Then u can say the man's usually wrong."
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Me Time

You have to understand
when you question why
some of us get so excited over Walmart coupons,
the return of the McRib,
or getting tickets to see daytime television talk shows live,
that there is a portion of humanity
which has yet to become sentient.

& an even larger percentage
that dips in and out like baby minnows at dawn.

For instance:
There are 168 hrs. per week.
For 1/3 of those, a healthy adult is asleep.

*

One Month, When I Was Seventeen

After two years of pining, awkward silences and walks through the rain, Charlotte and I 
finally kissed and started dating. We listened to Frank Sinatra sing "The Wee Small Hours Of
The Morning" in my car and watched the moon cast a deep blue over our lampless little 
town. Charlie cried, but didn't explain why and I told her I would be there forever. The 
night of our first kiss, I went to bed at one in the morning, and woke up at two-forty 
because I was too happy to sleep. I drove to school at five something, and when my choir 
teacher and I spoke at half past six, she couldn't think of a time when she had been that 
joyful. That should have been my first warning that I was unstable.

Charlie was embarrassed by me, which I didn't understand at the time. I would leave 
school, or show up late to bring her tea, coffee, or the idea of a peach danish. She couldn't 
stand it. When I'd walk Charlotte to her car, we took walkways where people wouldn't see 
us, so I thought she wasn't enjoying the relationship. She was always so concerned that if 
we dated and things didn't work out that we couldn't be friends. She is usually right about 
everything which is insufferably cute.

I broke up with Charlotte over the phone on her 18th birthday. I thought she wanted to, but
couldn't bring herself to do it. I thought I was doing her a favor. Later, she'll tell me that on
the night in question, she slept like a baby because she was just so angry. I can't think of a 
time in my life when I've been so angry I could sleep.

That was the night I had my first vivid dream. We were sitting on a bench, holding hands. 
Those missing hours of sleep from the night we kissed had pulled together and given us a 
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brief limbo where life wasn't a disastrous product of my imagination. After a while I put my 
arm around her and we tried to hold as still as possible so as to not disturb the sleeping me.

All these years later, the bench is still there. My mind has built a town of white around it. It
is by the sea, and while its usually sunny and brisk, no one seems opposed to getting a cup 
of frozen yogurt. There is an information kiosk that is always closed, but has free maps. 
Trinket shops sell sun skirts, hats and whatever they have to to stay open in this economic 
climate. The tourists come by less and less each year. We walk on planks of sand covered, 
white wood and although we've never been, the path eventually leads to a flooded cave by 
the northern cove.

I pray to God the physicists are right, and that there are infinite universes where any and 
all possibilities take place. Because then I know there's still a seventeen year old me who 
can't sleep because he's too happy. There would be the us who never dated, but went on 
perpetually pining. I wouldn't have lied when I said I would be there forever. And here I'll 
be, drinking Schrodinger's Kool-Aid for those versions of ourselves that got our act together 
and treated one another like we wanted to in our dreams.

*

Of the roughly 112 hrs. you are physically awake
a typical social being will spend one day
recovering from a night of extreme socialization
such that the equation might be expressed as
112 - [(1.5/7) x 112]
or (5.5 x 112)/7
leaving us with 88 hours of expressed consciousness.

*

I wonder whether or not I drink enough to make it as a writer; if I've smoked enough 
cigarettes or had enough emotional issues. I feel sick after four beers and when I do smoke,
I hear the screech of my mother telling me that no one will ever love me if I smoke or end 
up like my father. He's written two books.

*

No one expresses consciousness in the first thirty minutes of their day
so take that number down to 84.5
and then we come to the kerfuffle that is the American work week.

For the average, employed individual
40 hours are spent at work per work week.
But let's be optimistic
and say you really enjoy your job.
Let's say you only spend 2.5 hours a week
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mindlessly staring out the window
(as usually expressed in the final half hour of work
looking at the clock, five times a week)
bringing us down to
82 hrs.

Even if you love what you do,
about 1/2 your time will be spent
pulling soulless networking favors.
41 hrs.

The commute is a wash
because while you may try to drone out your own thoughts
with talk radio and top 40 songs
it is nearly impossible to escape
the existential crisis that generally precedes a prolonged honk
you don't think through;
using thirty cents in gas to accelerate fifteen feet
and wearing down your breaks just enough
so that you, and only you
get to stew in the stench of burning break discs.

No man is more aware of the absurdity predicament
than when he waits to pay the bridge toll
so he can pay for parking
and for those poor folks in England
to pay to sit in London traffic.
But that's another poem.

*

In the future I'll be a moderately unsuccessful writer. No one writes poetry anymore, which 
has its benefits. There isn't much competition, but those who read it tend to not get out 
often.  Readers prefer the solitude of their own homes; the rocking chair on their deck that
overlooks the seaside. If I had a real job, I would too. Much of my time is spent in a beat up
car with an expired registration somewhere between Los Angeles and Seattle.

My greatest literary achievement manifests itself in that I don't take I-5 every time but 
instead traverse the coast along the 101 as long as possible staying at the same motels 
saving nickels and coupons for my next trip out to New York.

I can't bring myself to write about the road anymore. The thought, "people are the same, 
everywhere you go" oscillates in the mind between a liberating, unifying sense of 
community and a cage.  A road is a ribbon, a fishing line of seeming change, reeling in the 
same old surprises. Gas station, diner, make-shift stick-cross memorial, repeat. A road is 
sandpaper for polishing tragedy.
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& my personal favorite ~

Along the southern bound beach road
a canopy of crimson barked pines
casts spider silk bands of sunlight
between lily pads of shade

Taking dried remains of foggy mornings to the wind
like flakes of old snake skin.

In late afternoon
when the woods cast off their dark summer sun

While worm rolls suck dust off tomorrow morning's mulch
beneath a brazen sparrow's rise
on the crow's side of the ridge lift

Light reaches the bed of a mid meadow lake
whose chill lurks from April
whose children-minnows ponder the urge to blink

We were laying on the sidewalk with a flashlight
searching supposedly for birds' nests

And you remembered love in glows of fireflies.

~ I know. It's about Charlie.

A game I've started playing: induce from the barista's outfit, composure and countenance, 
the quality by which they prepare an espresso drink. When people ask, "what can I get for 
you?" I reply, "make your favorite drink in the world." Most of me likes forcing them to think
about themselves and what they want from their coffee, which is a metaphor for life. The 
sadistic teenager inside me likes taking it from them.

*

In a given week, most people will have at least one lunch
where they consume their food like a wild beast
trying to get an extra eighteen seconds for the next chore on their list,
or one meal where the brain just shuts down completely
and you stare at your Subway salad
with empty contempt
knowing that the cold-pack sized pouch of ranch dressing
you licked clean;
that is how you treat yourself now;
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is in no way helping your attempt at a diet.
40 hrs.

A lot of folks watch TV after work.
Americans in 2013 watch 34 hours of TV a week.
Let's be generous and deduct eight from that figure
factoring in the useless day we already took off
for recovering from extreme socialization.
14.
For the sake of optimism, I'll let you combine those 26 TV hours
with the time you spend on the Internet.

Healthy people like to exercise to escape.
Doctors recommend one hour a day.
7.

Anyone in a healthy relationship will know
you have to spend at least one day with your partner.
& if you don't have someone in your life,
then you have to walk the dog, tend to the cat
or sit in a room alone thinking the, "why I'm so lonely"
thoughts over and over and over.
-7
Maybe it's because your apartment is such a mess.
-8
Maybe it's because you haven't done laundry all week and you smell.
-9
Oh, it's not the clothes, you have to shower.
-10
Fuck it, go watch some porn, masturbate and go to sleep.
-11

*

"There is not enough time to do all the nothing we want to do." - Bill Waterson.

 I managed a business for a year and a half after college and hated every second of it. 
Finally, after finding the courage to quit - mind you, I gave one months notice and began 
that resignation with, "I'm so sorry." - I found myself unemployed, living at home with 
nothing to do, yet I could never get a moment to myself. As you can imagine, I did a lot of 
reading and writing, but found myself struggling to keep up with my own deadlines. I 
needed to take a break from my relationship with my cat.

Maybe it's me. I used to joke with my homeless friends that the reason I was able to stay 
skinny while eating like a dog was because  I'm constantly undergoing a slight, intense 
vibration from social anxiety. They laughed and told me to drink more.
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IcanbeawriterifItryIcanbeawriterifItryIcanbeawriterifItry...

As a child, my mother would plan out every detail of our family vacations. They were 
remembered in terms of the things we didn't have time to do. An event schedule on a cruise
was treated as a strict regiment of coordinated, fastidious unwinding.

Camping was a nightmare. Clean the campsite before and after you pitch the tent. Don't 
get dirt in the tarp, on your hiking boots and try to keep the fishing gear dry. A small part 
of me still worries that I eat the M&M's in trail mix too quickly, and for your own sake, don't
ever talk to me about proper marshmallow storage. The ants felt bad and left us alone.

Poor kid, the rubberneckers would say on their commute.

*

But all is not lost
because there are some times in the normal human life
in which you get to really experience existence
which claws back some time.

Making a BM is quite possibly the closest
the common individual will get to the mind of God.
You get one hour for that.

And that first sip of coffee in the morning
when the birds have started to settle down.
Thank God you get seven of those a week.
Five minutes.

Collective weekly orgasms.
Five minutes.
Although to be fair, the exchange rate is heavily stacked against you.

Trying new things gives you some quality experience
but Doritos only comes out with new flavors seasonally
so you can't really bank on that.

Subtract a negative.
Let the little things slide.
When you let someone into your lane and they forget to wave
or when they lose their shit over anything that has to do with a cell phone;
see instead, a dog.
In the most positive sense possible, see people as dogs,
just barely sentient
and be so excited for them being excited.
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They chase their tail and it's heartwarming.
They bark and growl, protecting their tennis balls and chew toys
and it's endearing.
Let them hang their heads out the window.
Let them lick themselves raw.

*

The trick is savoring the little things. At the library branch by my home, there is an 
adorable mousey librarian whose age I could not possibly begin to determine. I want to 
bring her a peach danish and a cup of lemon tea. With brown, shoulder length, unkempt 
hair, soft green eyes and a buzzy, blushing, wide-eyed, half-smile that suggests the kind of 
social retardation I find irresistible, she has the hint of an accent I can't place. Not only am 
I similarly disadvantaged, but I also love the mystery of it all, so our entire relationship is 
based on nods, just as the other is turning away.

Her outfits are always a quintessentially cute production. Today, she has a hot pink shirt 
under a green and black polka dot blouse, running shoes that have never been run in, and a 
cracked black leather jacket with zippers on the sleeves and the faintest hint of shoulder-
pads. I have a cat, and can tell when people have cats. She has cats. And just like me, she 
lets them walk all over her, especially at two in the morning, when their food bowls aren't 
quite as full as they would like.

*

Right now,
we're looking at -9 hours and change
of visceral life experience.
About -5% of our week.

While revising this piece at the library, I wanted to change
not the words, but the truth of these stories shared.

Her name is Tatyana
and I think I just broke even.
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JK It's Just The 888888888888888

In Japan,
the word 4 the digit 8 (hachi)
can b strung together
such that it evokes an
onomatopoeia 4 applause. (pachi pachi pachi)

When delivering bad news,
It's always good 2 lead in w/ a fun fact
or a joke
or the timeless, "tell them something much worse
& then back off w/ the truth
so it doesn't seem so bad."

Like, "I gave you HIV."

(defer to title)
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It Would Have Been Nice To Say Hello

Scenario One

She doesn't get her name. Alex gets up from the row of scratchy gray seats lining terminal 
A-15, pushing that old church smell from the black fabric of her blouse into her nose, 
triggering freshly laid memories from which she must fly from ~ "When you see her smile 
(punctuate to taste)" ~ She found it on a fast food napkin melded into the cup holder of 
Dave's car.

Numb feet float to the check-in counter where a young woman is being told the flight is 
overbooked, and she will have to wait an unacceptable amount of time for the next one. 
Business suit blonde is not having it. She is younger than Alex - although she dresses with 
the maturity of someone closer to thirty-something - possessing the kind of prettiness that 
fast-tracks careers. Not gorgeous enough such that women hate her on sight, or so people 
assume she sucked her way to the top, but certainly pretty enough to never have to pay for
a drink in the foreseeable future.

The young woman's main fault is that she is using her ladder-climbing powers of biology on 
an airline employee whose highlighted hair tips, plucked eyebrows and meticulous cuticle 
care suggest a different persuasion than the garden-variety, black tie, silverback sociopath 
she is used to dealing with in the corporate world. The girl is all talent and energy. There is
no skill or finesse, just a snowballing flurry of breast and pheromone.

Alex walks straight past the Cuban grandfather in a red shirt and white linen pants who is 
escorting his grand-kids to the gate. He presses the pair of brown haired munchkins into 
him, and as Alex glances over the family, she notices the corners of the old man's mouth 
begin to quiver. She had seen them at the gate, and assumed from a distance the man was 
their father. He was so full of life helping them with their tiny velcro shoes. Now it seemed 
as though the hands that tussled the children's bangs were funneling a stream of life into 
the descendants. Alex momentarily muses over the notion that the man will no doubt linger
a spat longer once the flight departs, watching the empty sky from which his grandchildren 
had disappeared.

The airline employee welcomes Alex's approach like smoke to a fog lost sailor. He seems 
unsure if any possible interaction would be in anyway beneficial to his fluctuating blood 
pressure, but can't see how it could get much worse. When Alex places her hand on the 
young woman's arm and says she can have her seat - she's in no rush, although she is, but 
can't admit it so digs herself a hold to dwell in within this godforsaken fog drowned city.

The girl's musculature is stiff as the way she dresses. The plywood postured girl is still in 
attack mode, and the kindness of Alex's gesture stuns her like a bumblebee careening into 
her forehead. The young woman wants to be angry, and seems almost offended that Alex 
has stripped of this right and blames her for the realization that she is being the 
unreasonable individual in this situation. The girl says thank you with daggers in her teeth 
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and walks towards the seating area with her unfunctionally small purse hanging off her 
elbow, wrist in the air as though she were warding off gnats of gratitude. It is within the 
way she cradles her hand in the air as if she were holding a cigarette that makes Alex 
realize they both need a smoke.

Scenario Two

Having just finished silently masturbating in the handicapped stall of the women's room, 
Alex misses Charlotte's argument with the airline employee. With the tension in her hips 
and lumbar significantly diluted, she decides to do her good deed for the day and hones her
attention on the angriest person in the airport.

Alex will spend fifteen dollars and change on a pack of cigarettes, a book of matches, two 
bananas and a diet cola with the sole purpose of neutralizing the electric-acidic sphere of 
perceived control the young blonde woman in the black business suit has inflated about 
herself to the point of popping.

With her defusal-kit in hand, she will brace for the very real possibility of a biochemical 
terror attack on the parasympathetic nervous system. Every neuron in her brain is telling 
her to run. This is a bad idea. This is how people end up in a viral video. But as Alex nears, 
she will discover the dirty bomb is a dud. The plywood postured girl has become 
waterlogged. That brittle stance was no structure of architectural personality upholding 
pride or social status. It was a dam levy at fault.

The destructive mechanism within this young woman was not one of a dynamic explosion, 
but a daunting march towards an inevitable collapse.

Alex knows if she asks the young woman what's wrong, the professional may break down 
and cry there in front of the cock-eyed, yet well kept airline employee who will still be 
biting the inside corner of his lip. Instead, without words, Alex will place her hand in the 
crook of the girl's arm and with unshaking intention guide her to the outdoor smoking patio 
behind the airport Chili's. As they pass by, a napkin detailing all their airport locations 
flutters off the table and brushes Alex's thigh.

"My favorite and most passionate kisses came in the post afternoon nap pecks we gave upon
waking, with dry lips and damp, pillow case imprinted upper arms. She had allergies but 
couldn't bring herself to expose me to her morning breath and so inhaled further and 
further, holding everything in."

Her name is Charlotte. She is a sales representative for a pharmaceutical company. Her 
purse alone costs more than the combined value of Alex's carry-on contents. An ascending 
flight roars over their heads taking wafers of ash into the wind. Alex notes the veracity by 
which the young woman flicks the lighter. She looks as though she is choking someone.

Charlotte studied bio-chemistry, but ran out of money to pursue a phD. She dreamed of 
becoming a chemical engineer. She wanted to work in a lab. The only jobs she was ever 
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offered were in sales. In fairness, Charlotte is very good at her job. She can intelligently 
speak about the products she is pushing, and her figures are so good that she receives large 
bonuses with regular frequency. Her job allows her to travel, and the company always puts 
her up in a lovely hotel. When she takes doctors to lunch and dinner, the company also pays
for and expects patronage at a high-end restaurant. Charlotte can make her own schedule 
and has plenty of free time, although after a minor mishap with some caustic materials 
which left her with the currently quite short, yet fetching hair style, the company strongly 
advised she not conduct scientific endeavors on her high-rise balcony.

With the smell of chicken fajitas and jet fuel lacing the oncoming fog, Charlotte will roll 
the stress in her neck, take a long drag from the now-menthol cigarette and express her 
frustration with her own dissatisfaction. The old Cuban man has watched his grandchildren 
go, and begins to teeter back towards the line of taxi-cabs, pausing momentarily at the 
notion of having an early dinner at the airport Chili's. The exuberance in his step has 
shriveled. The impact of each pace seems to send waves of energy up his heel and into the 
base of his skull. He sits down, and goes mostly unnoticed by the staff.

Charlotte has become comfortable enough to the point where re-entering higher education 
would be foolish. It would be paying a hearty sum of money to get a slim chance in a highly 
competitive, diminishing field in which she would make much less per annum. She's tired of 
people suggesting she try sales for a few more years or that she should build a small nest 
egg now when they're all really saying she should wait at least until her looks go a little.

Charlotte won't admit that there are moments - fleeting, yet dense, stomach wringing 
moments she's been curing with coffee in the morning and gin saturated olives at night - 
when she wants to take a straight razor to her face. She won't admit that she takes her 
competitor's anti-depressants because she doesn't want her fiancé/sales supervisor to know 
and she can no longer synthesize her own lithium on the balcony of her high-rise. Nor will 
she acknowledge the amount of drinking she partakes in, fully aware of the warning label 
on her competitor's little orange bottle of pills. Charlotte has become folly of the carpe 
diem talking points she has repeated over and over to doctors over cocktails. It comes right 
after she crosses her legs, puts one hand on their wrist and one hand on her heist, ever so 
slightly bringing attention to her bosom, tilts her head down, looks up at them with the 
Princess Diana coy smile, laughs and pretends to enjoy their jokes she's heard before, or 
feigns interest in their hobbies she's never heard of. It comes after the calculated second 
caution-to-the-wind drink because "this is just a job to me," and "I want to have fun while I 
can" (she's already brought up the engagement, signifying that she is taken while 
simultaneously showcasing by contrast, a free-spirit and perhaps one less button on the 
blouse) when she brings up the "money is meaningless and life is short" subtext that helps 
the socially lubricated MD slip away from a healthy shard of his nest egg. Of course we'll 
push your products. You scratch my back, I'll let you think about me in the shower. The girl 
who grew lithium falling privy to her own Pavlovian whore tactics she got at an all expenses
paid sales seminar in Florida...

This all comes out in scenario three, between olives seven and thirteen.
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A Means of Self-Exploration

In the beginning of the Universe
there was no such thing as time
which is why the math breaks down.
Remember kids, math is always right
unless you do the math wrong.

But in the beginning,
Change was driven by action.

There were moves,
like chess,
with no measurable concept of time between each step.
This is how we explain it to our children
but in reality
the concept was devised by a college student
who was playing a role playing game on the Internet.

Newton had the apple story.
Einstein stared at trains.

It's romantic.
These days, we look fondly back

on a kid who's been up forty hours
running on nothing but ramen and energy drink

and comes up with the theory of everything.

The story goes

this guy is playing the same dungeon
for forty straight hours
trying to get an item
and every time he dies
he has to wait a minute before the level reloads.

And every time
he looks around

and notices the small changes in the real world.
His beard is coming in.
The sun came or went.

Some people tell it
that he was would look up at a spider web

in various stages of completion.

But after every dungeon run
he checks back with that one thing.
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His beard is longer. Load screen.
The shadows are darker. Load screen.
The spider is that much further along. Load screen.

Then it just happened.
An apple fell.

A train arrived.

Manifestations of this timelessness exist in your world.
Which is why it is such an attractive theory.
You can feel it.

Sometimes you meet a giddy, present-eyed
stranger

who drifts in and out of conversation
because the wind feels so nice in the sleeves

of their sweater;
who never learns your name
but figures you out instantly

and knows you better than your best friends
and family.

They are those individuals
who inspired writers to think that aliens lived among us

with a look in them that makes your neck tense.
There is something you don't like,

aren't used to,
haven't encountered.

I think the tension finds its roots in jealousy
how we want to be like them

but I've been wrong before.

They don't evaluate their age in cycles around the sun
but rather by a running list of accomplishments achieved.

Or is is achievements accomplished?

It is actually an important distinction to make
which brings me back to the original point,
the moves.
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In the reign of the Bible,
man taught that at first there was nothing
then God created everything.
The fallacy of the language then led every first grader to ask,
"who created God?"
bringing everyone back down to their level.
So we started darning scripture as fast as we could
until it came time to sing songs, drink the grape juice
eat that little wafer
and do all the things first graders remembered about church.

We drew wars and unicorns with gold pencils on the service syllabus.

Finally, we graduated from first grade
and came up with the big bang.
Everything was condensed into a single point
and through explosions, expansions and inflations
everything spread into nothing, or space.
The same first grader asked,
"What's making the space?"
Bringing everyone back down to freshman year
where we patched it up with dark energy.
Because everything seems cooler in freshman year
when it's dark.

In the future, people still think they have the final answer.
Our current understanding is this:

Before absolute nothing
and prior to absolute everything

which are both very interesting and
dynamic ideas,

there was something in the middle.
A kind of Mehishness.

A state that is neither here nor
there.

The essence of routine.
An infinite and singular feeling of a

day forgotten,
not because it was good, bad,

uninteresting or boring,
it was just kind of "meh,"

which permeates every corner of the
universe.

It is the rest state.
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The place that to which all forms of

existence seek to return.

Currently, popular literature is trying to rename Mehishness
as The Stride.
As in, hitting one's stride.

I am fervently against the notion
because linguistically it invokes a sense of dynamacy

which is memorable.
Mehishness is not.

Mehishness is the rest state
from which the first move takes place.

The first move is rage.

Infinite energy and incalculable temperature
product of an unbounded meh.
Rage against the routine.
Rage against inane perfection.
Boxed by freedom, we rage.

And it was rage
which distinguished nothingness from absolute everything

and split the Meh into separate essences,
the full and the empty -

Creating for The Universe
the first illusion.

It tricked itself into thinking
that deep, pure, solid, black substance of form

and a silent, sweeping vacuum of darkened void
were dissimilar.

The next move was absolute stillness
and I know that stillness doesn't seem like a move
with there being no motion,
but according to the books in the future,
supposedly, motion would require a sense of time,
which didn't exist in the moment of creation,
and I don't really understand that part
because they use the word "moment"
which to me, suggests time.

A very tired looking physicist will explain to me
that it is more about finding and identifying
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loading principles and trigger mechanisms

for potential energy.
He uses an analogy about playing billiards with rifles.

I'm can't make this stuff up.

But.
Absolute stillness
was that part of rage
who wanted to push things apart
while keeping them together.

Recall an intense fight with anyone;
how you simultaneously want to throw them out of your house

but you follow them from room to room to scream your next point.

This is innate to the Universe.
It keeps atoms from collapsing in on themselves
while preventing the electrons from flying off.

The third move
which is still little understood

was loving awareness.
Awareness that rage is hot

uncomfortable
and not ideal.

In seeing that the initial state of Mehishness
and the resulting rage were miserable conditions
The Universe acknowledged its own imperfection
and began seeking out the opposite
by giving itself space and time.

**

Scenario Three

Charlotte first catches sight of Alex at the drop-off round-about outside the airport and 
recognizes her instantly. A swell of panic consumes and overtakes her. She instructs the cab
driver to circle around once more until she is sure Alex is out of sight.

It is a face Charlotte could never forget and wished she had never laid eyes on. When she 
was seventeen she kissed her best friend and they started dating after two years of pining, 
awkward silences and smiles, just as the other started to look away. There was a darkness 
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to the boy's home life which manifested itself within their brief romantic entanglement in 
icy seconds of perplexed catatonia whenever he came around her family. He had never 
seen a function, happy, supportive group of nuclear relatives who played board games over 
Thai food, who watched all the same TV shows and talked about them while sharing quilted
blankets. They boy gazed upon it with spectral suspicion. He tried to read underlying family
issues where there were none, and it wasn't before long that Charlie started to prefer they 
meet elsewhere.

But being best friends first, she knew the boy had every reason in the world to feel uneasy 
around family. His father had left long before they knew each other, and slightly after the 
young couple had met for the first time, Dave's sister Alex disappeared. From what Charlie 
understood upon meeting a solitary young Dave walking on the beach, throwing fragments 
of waffle fries to ravens in the sky, the siblings were extremely close.

Around the time Charlie and Dave started dating, Charlotte's older sister had become 
engaged. The last time Dave was at Charlie's home was the family gathering celebrating the
union. While the troupe of cousins, aunts, uncles and grandparents were delightful people, 
they could not help but descend into gossiping about the alien boy with darting eyes and 
the same three pre-programmed responses to questions. Oh hello, I'm Charlie's friend. It's 
nice to meet you. Welp, so long. Between these robotic interactions, he behaved much like 
a cat caught in the circus.

As the afternoon wore on, Charlie and Dave laid down together for a nap. He fell asleep 
first, his breath quick and shallow as if he had just finished running or weeping. Charlie's 
older sister had known Alex, and had asked Dave about her, unaware of the disappearance. 
He responded as though staples were being pulled from his chest, as though if he weren't 
holding his teeth together, they would fall out.

With Dave resting comfortably, Charlie got up and logged onto her computer. It didn't take 
long to find Alex's digital presence. Of course, she realized too late that Dave's line of 
thinking was that if Alex wanted to be found, she wouldn't have left in the first place. He 
never bothered looking. He assumed it's what she wanted.

After thirty seconds of finding out far too much, Charlie shut down her PC and crawled back
onto the couch with Dave, waking him up with dry pecks on the lips. She sat on the 
information for two weeks before confiding in her mother, initially as a means of 
brainstorming a way of cheering Dave up. Charlie swore her mother to secrecy, but 
information by its nature is inclined to spread. She was young and stupid then. Mom told 
Mrs. Hall under the strictest of confidence, who whispered it to her husband while her 
daughter Jenny was sneaking money from her purse, and so it goes.

The extra lap around the airport, in addition to Charlotte's secondary avoidance tactic of 
spending five superfluous minutes in the bathroom, where she is fairly confident the woman
in the next stall is pleasuring herself, makes the young business woman late. The flight is 
overbooked. She'll have to wait an unacceptable amount of time. Airline-worker-who-
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clearly-waxes-his-arms tell her they can give her a   voucher for a hotel far below her 
standards and she can have an airport Chili's dinner on the house.

Charlotte immediately orders a gin martini with all the olives in the world.  It's while she is 
texting her fiancé/sales supervisor an unacceptable message that Alex (completely  
unaware exactly who Charlie is) sits down next to her and offers her another round. The 
red-headed woman with irritatingly radiant skin beams about how Charlotte looked like she 
could use a stranger's kindness. In Charlotte's corporate world, this statement is very much 
an insult. Another sales rep would say that to someone burning out, who looked like shit, 
who was bound to start losing accounts that could easily be pilfered. Somehow, Alex's torn 
jeans and blue and white striped men's dress shirt didn't scream medical industry power 
player, so Charlotte accepted the offer with the concession that the pair share a plate of 
nachos courtesy of the airline.

It is made abundantly clear over the next hour that Alex does not watch what she eats. As 
gobs of melted jack cheese swarm her mouth, Alex rocks from side to side onrelaxed, loose 
and well oiled hips; her feet dangling and dancing with each other freely. Her work 
provides a lot of exercise, she'll explain.

Alex asks and Charlotte admits that yes, she grew up in the city. How old was she? (Another
question Charlotte is not used to under innocent context)

Twenty-something doesn't cut it with the older red-headed twenty-something-year-old who,
over the next three questions

~Where you around when...
~What did you think of...
~You must have gone to school with...

deduces, much to Charlotte's amazement and frustration, that she is the same age as Dave,
although when asked directly, Charlie denies ever knowing such an individual.

And it's a pity because it would have been so nice for them to say hello without pretense. 
Alex could push the haunting local news blurb out of her head.

"...car recovered on the highway, engine running and idling into an almond tree. The trunk 
was filled with unsold poetry books, and the only other items recovered were pencil nubs, 
and post-its."

"She was the face of idealized pubescence.
[erased and scratched out]
She was one of one [erased] two [scratched out]
three people from whom I felt love.
                        This is stupid.
                        [His pencil tore through the napkin on that last part]
[and on the back side]
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Shakespeare's greatest achievement came in writing love poems that did not seem blood-
curdlingly idiotic once he set his quill down. Thank God for napkin drafts no one will ever 
see. I wonder how many Bill had..."

Instead, Alex might have tried to pin the conversation on Charlotte, who is far to 
conditioned by her career to divulge any non-pre-approved and revised pieces of personal 
information. They would have played hot potato over drink two with Charlotte taking the 
advantage after the fifteenth olive.

They order pie.

Alex should have been able to muse over the life left in her career. It is interesting to note 
that Alex does find Charlotte's response to her job downplayed, muted, if not expected or 
obvious, but would take it more personally as opposed to arousing any sort of suspicion. 
Perhaps Charlotte had seen one of her features or maybe they are birds of a feather, two 
sides of the same coin. Alex recalls a television program which drew the comparison 
between prostitutes and pharmaceutical reps. She then panics for a fleeting, but concrete 
moment over the fact that she willingly made herself the prostitute in that analogy.

IcanbeanactressifItryIcanbeanactressifItry.

Given the  opportunity, Alex could wonder aloud what she might do later in life. Sure, she 
has quite a nest egg (Charlotte impulsively feels the need to seduce Alex upon hearing the 
phrase "nest egg," and catches herself brushing her blonde hair away from her eyes, tilting 
her head down and looking up every so slightly) and yes, there is probably a book deal in 
her story, but after that, ten years of taxes will see to it that Alex will have a plan, 
disastrous or not, for the future. She could joke with nervous undertones about owning a 
yarn store in her fifties and having to deal with oily teenagers who had wandered into the 
attic and stumbled upon their fathers' secret hard drives.

Of course, these are all faux problems lodged in the hypothetical manifestations of an 
anxiety she'd really rather not confront at the moment. Alex's career will be fine. The real 
issue is how she no longer has any reason to visit the city by the sea. And this being the last
foreseeable visit, Alex feels a tension she hasn't felt since grade school - right before 
summer vacation; how  you look forward to that last day of school for weeks on end, but 
when the day comes and you realize you won't see some faces for a very long time, if ever 
again, and teacher throws a party with fruit punch and mixed assorted chips so you forget 
all about the grind that got you there...

One might wish for another day or two.

As she lingers, memories flood her sensibility and Alex wants to escape. As she runs, the 
fishing line pull of the past links a barb in her throat. The faster she flies, the more the 
sting sinks in.
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But that all goes in the never occurring scenario where Charlotte and Alex say hello and 
know each other equally. Here, in scenario three, they enjoy pie and talk about boys after 
a collective six drinks and fifteen olives.

Throughout olives twelve and into the pie, Charlotte's future husband and sales supervisor 
continues to send text messages voicing his disapproval of an unavoidable predicament. 
Alex begins texting back on Charlotte's behalf around the same time her flight departs. 
Charlotte could have gotten on that flight once the cabin crew realized they were a 
passenger short, but the airline employee with a semi-defendable amount of hair product 
who had recently been berated, had no intention of alerting Charlotte to the vacancy.

Alex will spill weak coffee into the plastic coaster and ask Charlotte how a man could be so 
possessive in one sense while sending his bride to be on sales calls that are engineered to 
harness her sexuality in exchange for revenue. Charlotte will scrape whipped cream from 
her pie to the plate and reply she solves that problem with coffee in the morning, and gin 
soaked olives after four, leaving a brief window of time during lunch where instead of 
questioning a future with such a man, she checks her mask in the bathroom, unbuttons the 
top clasp of her blouse, vomits up the coordinated spur the moment indulgence dessert, 
takes a mint and returns to talking about the latest advancements in pharmaceuticals. She 
will observe the vicious cycle and ask Alex is she can relate in her field. Alex can, but its 
more of a thrusting motion instead of a cycle. She does see the similarity in all seriousness. 
Alex spends her alone time getting dolled up like a princess, so various assorted men can 
smear, squash and plebeianize her back down again. It's a completely different process, 
with some shared flavors.

Soon, Alex will realize she's missed her flight, panic and leave, paying for everything 
despite Charlotte's vouchers. The pharmaceutical rep will be left sitting there with an old 
Cuban man stuffing napkins into his pockets. For a brief, fleeting, yet dense moment, she 
thinks of how the red-headed woman reeked of old church smell and how it would have 
been nice to say hello.
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5 Dating Tips 4 2100AD

1.  When Picking A Wife, Remember

No one ever made
a contribution to math
while wearing a thong.

2. When Picking a Husband, Remember

Men who still wear shorts
are unemployed or play golf
either way, avoid

***************************************
3. H@'s

Girls w/ fedoras
Look out
:)

Guys w/ fedoras
Look out!
:0
************************************

4. How Clubs Work

Boys bring their $, nice watch & other girl bait

Women bring their upside down
digital 58008's.

U acknowledge the likelihood that
a guy's <3 might break,
& also that 1 in 5 women get raped.

5. Bar Haiku

Don't accept a drink
From any1 u don't trust
Without a Plan B
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On the Bright Side, I Have A Really Small Penis

Have you ever woken up
completely nude
and fried bacon while the sun rises?
The window is wide open.
Your radio croaks out some Stevie Wonder.
The morning birds are finally settling down.
You drink orange juice from the carton
and you never get splashed with hot oil?

If you actually had a giant penis,
you haven't.

I have a medium-small penis and
my life is amazing.
I am endowed like a chess piece
and there is no sexual pressure in my life.
I am incapable of a disappointing performance
because no one expected much to begin with.

My penis
is like a pug dog.
It is small,
uncircumcised, so it has a smushy face,
and I don't know if you've ever met a pug dog
but they are needy and unhygienic.

I wouldn't want to be a black guy with a fat dick.
Because when a girl brings one home
eighty-three percent must be expecting
Clifford, The Big Red Dog
and sometimes all you have to offer is
Allen, the pretty big dog.

It's not the biggest dog you've ever seen
and maybe she wishes it was just a teeny, tiny, itty, bitty, bit bigger
but it's a pretty big dog...
Her therapist is trying to convince her
to look on the bright side.
Glass half full.

Wouldn't you hate to be the kid
who grew up thinking he had the biggest cock in the world
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and one day
he comes upon a girl
displays it for her
and she says, "Oh yeah, I can do that"
like she's looking at a hefty load of laundry.

I'd hate to see that face on a girl
evaluating whether or not this whole affair
was worth the cab ride.

And at least I have no money.
There would be no poorer billionaire than I.
Yesterday's monetary overlords let us have iPods, Kardashians
and gave us "Thirsty Thursday."

If I had immoral amounts of money
I would build churches that smelled like airports
and airports that smelled like churches.

My days would be spent
drinking Cinnabon coffee
watching the confused smelled the air.

Or maybe I would buy every single
Super Bowl advertisement slot
and fill it with the same commercial
of an elderly gentleman,
denim jacket
maroon corduroy pants
rose tinted aviators and a full handlebar mustache,
sucking on the side of a steamed summer squash.
A waitress walks by and tells him
no outside food or drink.

She would be pretty.
Red hair.
Long neck.
Short legs.
Wide hips.
She's wearing jeans and an orange flannel.
It doesn't clash with her hair.

And when she turns to leave
the old man sneezes yellow squash pulp
into the back of her hair.
She doesn't notice.
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The 20-Something Nissan Versa,
now available with a hybrid engine.
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But Some Things Never Change

It was after he finished talking about his penis, and off-handedly mentioned how he could 
never be rude to a driver towing a caravan because they were essentially announcing to the
world, "Hey everybody, my home life is worse than this." (He turns around and points back 
to the imaginary fiberglass box inhabiting the red and black stage)

The comment was met with the disinterested laughter that one might expect on a Tuesday 
night comedy open mic in June, before the sun found the time to set. Truly, a horrible idea
for a first date, but even worse that (she thinks his name is Oliver) thought it would be a 
good idea to sign up, and spend five minutes talking about the benefits of his undersized 
genitalia. In the sake of fairness, the jokes about his member were met with approval, but 
the girl with red hair found herself dwelling on that trailer remark for the rest of the night.

The untapped comedienne in her muses how the male equivalent of fake breasts manifests 
itself. If the individual in question had any amount of money, they will usually take the car 
route, but those cases in which a young man has no self-esteem in addition to an entry-
level position into drab mediocrity, he must express his inferiority complex with his soul. 
He could flounder with an five-string acoustic guitar unaware that there are suppose to be 
twelve on that particular build, get fifteen episodes into a podcast drawing an audience of 
four, write movie reviews for a website he found while looking for free guitars on craigslist,
or take a stab at stand-up every other month.

Suddenly she see's something different in him. She remembers the old film, The Titanic, 
and a scene towards the end when Rose blows the whistle off a dead man's life-jacket. 
Maybe it didn't happen that way. "Who died in that movie?" she wonders. A nagging voice in 
her head points out how her aureoles are nowhere near as nice as Rose's.

There was also that thing she heard on the podcast she's been falling asleep to. Something 
like, "Try to imagine your parents as a five year old child, and you will understand and 
sympathize with them deeply."

Her father had a trailer. It was her doll mansion. Mother would worry over the summer days
that the little red-headed girl would bake herself alive in the box behind the blue truck. No
one ever told her the chemical toilet tray was not a barbie Jacuzzi built into the side of the
caravan. She found out the unpleasant way when her kid brother locked himself out of the 
house after going to a family friend's picnic of chili, cornbread and this whole new 
vegetable called an artichoke.

The hostess flashes her cell phone, signaling the end of the five minute set. His name might
have been Obadiah, but it definitely wasn't because no one ever forgot a name like 
Obadiah. In a room full of other comics, he is met with a surprising amount of applause and
dismounts the stage with the elegance of a pole dancer just talented enough to earn the 
respect of her peers. She starts to see the honesty in his approach; showing her the 
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element in which he resides. He could have omitted the fact that he spent most of his free 
time thinking up ways to comedically and positively talk about his small penis, and then let 
her discover it on her own after two months of dating the fake, imagined, undamaged 
versions of each other.

On the day the trailer disappeared, her kid brother came into her bedroom dragging a 
tangled rainbow slinky that caught snags on the carpet every few feet and jumped as 
though there were a little flea circus living inside the plastic coils. They didn't process the 
implications completely, but mentioned it to their mother quite casually as they poured 
their third-party fruit loops. Mom locked herself in the den while the kids watched 
cartoons, and through the muffled voice-mails that little red-headed girl cataloged all the 
things her father had to remember the family by. She had left her stuffed animals in the 
upper shelf-bed prison, guarded by her brother's toy soldiers. Her mother's lipstick had long 
since melted into the carpet and at least she didn't have to bring it up with her parents. In 
a few years, on her brother's twelfth birthday barbecue, she'll remember that the day 
before the trailer disappeared, she emptied the chemical toilet, but reinserted it into the 
trailer upside down, and will smile knowing that her father's first free poop ended with him 
on hands and knees, scrubbing up his own excrement. Lo and behold, it is actually easier to
sympathize when you imagine him as a five-year old in a desert rest stop, reaching around 
tight corners with a crap-crusted, dried-out wet-nap.

And now she's just a little curious. How small is small? As the next comic boards the stage - 
an obese small-faced teenager with enough body hair to pass for thirty - the hostess pats 
(maybe his name was Owen) on the head and bar-whispers (which is more or less yelling), 
"nice set." She smells like cigarettes and gas station deodorant, with just a smidgen of 
tummy popping out of her shirt.

The two drink. All the mnemonic cautions about alcohol are abandoned. They drink until 
everything is hilarious except the jokes being told on stage; now, a squirrelly looking 
hipster bombing with video-game jokes to a crowd that's mostly well into middle-age. The 
little red-headed girl and (definitely not Otto. Who would agree to a blind date with a guy 
named Otto?) find another divey bar with few patrons to irritate and a bartendress named 
Erin who has intimidatingly large natural breasts, a tattoo quoting Milton and can riff about 
sports. They play a new game where they are only allowed to order drinks they've never 
heard of. Erin starts making things up.

But some things never change. There is still no sweeter moment in all of human existence 
than when two truly unhappy people have sex for the first time. When they aren't a part of 
each other's list of excuses for why they are miserable. When each is battered enough to 
know nothing about the experience will make them any happier overall, but in that moment
they can abandon and escape themselves and work with another life towards this singular 
instance of joy. It is exactly the same as sharing a dream, which is why, in the future, we 
still say, "sleep with one another,"  even in the back of a Honda Civic and (Oscar! It comes 
to her in a flash) seems to keep staring at himself in the rear-view mirror.
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Tips 4 Success in 2100AD

The only advice I can give
Is 2 tell u 2 save all ur trash.
4 there will come a time
When 3-D printers r primed
2 break down ur wrappers and cans.

U can melt down pop bottles
Into raw plastic blocks
And reprint them as parts
4 disposable glocks

4 in the future ur worth
is not measured in cash
But by volumes of plastic,
Of metals,
By mass.

The tree made a chair, a guitar or table
But there's not much u can't make
with plastic and cable.

Encourage ur children
2 learn how 2 build
4 mass manufacturing
As a concept was killed

By the home 3-D printer
That digital genie
Who reshaped your Ken doll
Into a new plastic weenie.
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The Morning After

2100AD is a good time to be an artist. It's easy to have things you want. These days, the 
economy functions in terms of how you want it. Oscar designs custom cell phone covers. It's
a large market, a middle-class job and a small canvas. On Wednesdays and Thursdays, he 
reserves a stand inside a mall right next to the digital portrait store. The location is perfect
because the displays of shifting electronic ink provide a deep oasis of inspiration.

While the manager of Hanging Life Windows would prefer to cycle images of flowers, 
forests and families in colored sweaters and collared shirts, the new hire - a pudgy young 
Norwegian woman with lip rings and faded turquoise dreadlocks who used to work as a 
waitress in a Chinese restaurant on the other end of the mall - peppers in Picasso's, 
Rembrandt's and a black & white photo of a urinal. Oscar was raised with a southern 
hospitality mentality, and on one of his lunch breaks made her a phone cover of apple-
headed businessmen in bowler hats running around the never ending staircase. The 
background is banana yellow and he took the extra time to engrave thick black Japanese 
characters for duck, cloud and sun where they ought to appear in the painting.

In the mall, Oscar spends about an hour and a half per piece. The rule is not set in stone, 
but has naturally evolved by the business climate. Never-ending stairwells are popular, so 
he keeps a stencil handy. It plays especially well with the weekend crowds, when Oscar sets
up on the street between the subway station and the movie theater. Like caricature artists 
and the spray painters, it is not uncommon for a crowd to draw. The street pieces are done 
more quickly; fifteen minutes tops.

The streets tend to usher in more specific requests, and while he used to resent it, Oscar 
has to take the time to learn how to draw the latest cartoon crazes for the kids. It's good 
money, and their parents are the tipping type.

Oscar thinks about last night. He can still smell hints of Alex's shampoo on him. After 
fooling around, they sat in Oscar's car trying to sober up. She had the spins, so Alex rested 
her head in Oscar's lap while he played with her hair and rubbed the top of her back. They 
spoke on autopilot. She threw up out the window.  As Oscar finished setting up his 3-D 
printer and paints, a homeless youth with a worn guitar, harmonica headset and a pit bull 
pass by and Oscar is reminded of Tiny Jesus.

His first job is for a pair of preteen Vietnamese girls. He's seen their face type before. Tall 
forehead, wide smiles and detached earlobes that look like globs of melting candle wax. 
Mentally, Oscar ages them into infirmity; how their collars and top two ribs will pop out and
their chins will shrink. He adds big peacock feather earrings for an unknown reason. Oscar 
crafts pastel purple and royal blue butterflies using iridescent oil paints, smearing dark 
borders with crumbling black charcoals and furnishing a smooth finish with licks of lighter 
fire. Using fire is mostly unnecessary, but street crowds eat it up.
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As the morning wears on, Oscar makes personal wagers as to what food-truck will show up 
first. The Tripe and Tendon Taco Truck is the usual frontrunner, but on certain glorious 
days, the Surf n' Turf Sandwich Shack rolls in.

The owner, a massively overweight Latino man with highlights in his hair and a roulette of 
different wood-scented colognes, loves taking suggestions.  "The Oscar" is a fresh, lightly 
grilled sourdough baguette brushed with lemon-garlic butter, golden brown bottom sautéed
scallops, thickly sliced peppered bacon, capers, mounds of thin slivers of avocado and your 
choice of a dijon mustard, for the truly bold, secret habanero tartar sauce.

Oscar calls the man "Johnny" instead of Juan. Oscar designed the logo and made Juan’s 
whole family covers to help promote the truck. Based on his most popular confection, The 
Crab & Bacon Breakfast Biscuit, Johnny's phone is decorated with an underwater kingdom 
featuring a half-crab, half-pig royal with a purple cape, coral crown and scepter atop a 
throne of buttery biscuits. When Johnny rings up people's cards on his phone, they often 
complement him on the design, and Johnny refers them to Oscar.

As he finishes the last butterfly antennae, another wave of subway passengers ascends the 
walkway. He sees the same faces in the same suits talking on uniform black and silver 
phones. The men wear skinny ties and wax their inch and a half hair up and slightly to the 
side. The women play Jackie Onassis dress up. Their sunglasses, earrings, layers of pearls, 
bangles and bracelets are huge. Their shoes, skirts and eyebrows are tiny. None are aware 
they perpetually pucker their lips ever so slightly. The crowd leaves a wake of coffee 
fumes. There was something in the news about the abrupt rise in arthritic jaw, over-worn 
enamel, ulcers...

Oscar signs the inside bottom corner of the case and pops it into the Vietnamese girl's 
phone. She thanks him, pays and leaves as a bout of subway steam erupts from the nearby 
vent. He stares a wad of gum caught in a crack in the sidewalk, desperately awaiting an 
unexpecting shoe to carry it away. A construction worker's boot loosens it from the 
concrete valley. A high heel skewers the pink dollop and carries it away.

The smell of hot, wet cement, spilled beer, old pee, flat energy drink, dried pigeon 
droppings, boiling hot dog water, bus breaks and the approaching aroma of Johnny's deep 
fried anchovies and habanero tartar sauce flow through the gully of small shops, big chain 
markets, cheap apartments and high rises. Echoes of polished heels , symphonic hums of 
electric engine oscillations, cracks and bells of cash register percussion, whistles for cabs, 
email alerts, text chimes and the bumblebee drone of Oscar's portable 3-D printer 
harmonize into a singular hymn, like hail falling on a frosty, slush-freckled lake.

Snowflakes of plastic, printer shavings pepper Oscar's hair and clog his fingernails like 
chalk. His right palm calm is caked in black, brown, green and purple like a tiny wooden 
palate. The left elbow of his dusk blue zip-up sweater is wearing thinner and thinner, 
venting his underarm in the breeze.
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The Vietnamese girls pass by on the other side of the street with a bag of kettle corn. The 
Tripe & Tendon Taco Truck rolls by leaving a trail of mixed salsa scents. As the traffic lights
turn green they reflect off of Johnny's side-door mirror and catch the side of Oscar's left 
eye.

There was the taste of his teeth, the tactility of what toes feel like to other toes; the front 
of his hair weaving with his eyebrows while the back does push-ups off his collar and neck. 
When he takes in a breath of stale passing cigarette smoke and tutti-frutti teenage 
perfume, his belly stretches the elastic of his boxers, then constricts about the back of his 
hips. The gravitational reminder to keep your head up swings off his shoulders. Heat from 
the printer warms Oscar's right thigh, and he shivers in the contrast. Blinking in the shade 
feels like paper towels polishing long lost attic marbles. Oscar notes that someone on the 
subway lost a forest green scrunchie whose new home will be the vented root cover of the 
sidewalk sapling tree.

An unbalanced toddler bungees around his parents. His face jolts as if he received a phone 
call and the sandalwood haired boy experiences a burp rise, pause below the jugular and 
escape through his jagged crests of teeth. Something about the boy reminds Oscar of his 
dead friend Dave. Maybe it was the stringy impishness or the mother's orange zodiac 
calendar t-shirt that read Aquarius. Taurus. Scorpio.

Cancer.

He never sought treatment. On a rainy August morning, when the muggy city heat made you
know you were inhaling someone's exhalation, Oscar went to Dave's mom's immaculate 
apartment and took his friend out for steak and pancakes. Before they leave, Dave's mom 
told him to clean up later. The maids were coming tomorrow. She's nice enough about it, 
but Dave could clearly use a moment outside the home. On the walk down the hill, Oscar 
and Dave smoked cigarettes for the first time since they failed Art History 2 together.  
Upon arriving, they sat and immediately order draft beers before the old couple behind 
them had time to put honey in their tea, or poke yolk into their toast. God bless 
Vietnamese American restaurants with eighty item menus, Oscar would declare. They drank
five cups of watery coffee each. "Oh, no it's okay, I have a tumor in my brain." Dave 
addressed the hisses and mutters of the old woman with yolk dewing in her lip hair.

Oscar was the representative elect, tasked with a collective plea for Dave to start 
chemotherapy. However, the second the two sat down, it was clear who possessed futility 
and who had control. Dave sat tall, stretched when he felt like it, cracked his knuckles and 
even popped his heels out of his sneakers. Oscar asked Dave if there was anything he 
wanted to do, if he had a bucket list of any kind.

No, Dave had discovered that he was already living each day like it was his last, and while 
he wished he could get one completely uninterrupted night of sleep, there was nothing in 
his day to day that he would change. He went for walks along the northern shore, and spent
a lot of time at the library, completely content with awkwardly nodding at the cute 
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librarian who was probably too old for him. Her name was Tatyana. At least he got her 
name.

Eventually though, before things spiral, Dave wanted to track down his sister, who he 
hadn't seen since he was a a boy.

I happen to know that Oscar will from time to time think about how the little red-headed 
girl he spent last night with had recently suffered a similar tragic loss, but he wasn't paying 
attention to the details at the time, instead gazing at the freckle on her cleavage and 
sipping raspberry vodka. They never put it together.

But for the most part, breakfast went as their other meals together had gone. Dave and 
Oscar repeat the same conversations about coulda-shoulda-woulda's with a girl called 
Charlotte. Oscar had heard this story over and over again, but given the circumstances it 
doesn't matter anymore. When Oscar met Dave, that failure had defined him. Out of a 
sense of pity and irritation, Oscar got Dave black-out drunk for the first time and listened 
to him improvise ballads about the girl while lying on a street curb, staring at the trees, 
looking supposedly for birds' nests. Oscar has since let go.

It's nice putting someone up on a pedestal. Humanity needs as much idealization as it can 
get. But Oscar never got the chance, although plenty of opportunity, to tell Dave that kid-
Charlie sounded awful. Who would date someone who was embarrassed by them? She 
seemed violently insecure. He doesn't know it, but adult-Charlotte walks by Oscar on the 
street regularly, playing Jackie Onassis dress up. She works in pharmaceuticals. She's been 
divorced. She has razor cuts under her stockings because her hands shake from caffeine 
addiction, coffee breath that masks last night's vodka over ice, and gum stuck to her heel.

Don't worry, Charlie turns it around after the birth of her first child. He will be named after
her ex-husband's step-father, David, which reminds her of this boy she used to know, and 
her heart will fracture minutely when she finds out he's been dead for four years. But 
Charlie succeeds at whatever she does. After giving up business, she becomes a dream of a 
mother who volunteers at Davey's school three times a week and makes the class Jello cups 
with whipped cream and chocolate chips. She will rarely think of Dave in these times, and 
as always actively avoids grief, but when he does come to mind, Charlotte will shut her 
eyes tight, abruptly blow all the wind out of her lungs and powers through her next chore, 
most recently, to buy black and orange construction paper, glue sticks, googley-eyes and 
glitter for a Halloween party.

Oscar remembers the anxious, giddy smile Dave would put on when he wanted to talk about
his work. Maybe it was the caffeine, alcohol and nicotine. For the second to last time, Dave
announced he'd written another series of poems. This one about the friend he always 
mentioned, but Oscar never met directly. It was Dave's "friend who" who arranged for Oscar
to visit Dave. He never heard her voice, but based on their text transmission and profile 
photo, she seemed like a well-spoken, down-to-earth, no-nonsense type who would send 
back food at a restaurant if it didn't fit the bill, but would leave a bigger tip because of it. 
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(Now, they're friends on Facebook)  As always, Dave will ask Oscar to read it over. Oscar 
will agree. Dave will never actually send it.

They wipe up syrup with the charred ends of flaky, marbled meat. They wash down coffee 
with beer, beer with water, and water with coffee. The restaurant owners must have 
known about Dave's condition because the frail looking grayed man with round metal 
glasses pats Dave's shoulder, smiles wide and keeps the coffee brimmed. The bill omitted 
the beers.

Dave would tell seemingly inane stories, and struggle to find the words to orate. He had 
such a difficult time explaining why certain things stuck out to him; a sensation that 
manifested itself physically, like his skull was trying to jump out of his eyes and leak 
between his teeth. He used to get so frustrated with himself, squeezing his fork until his 
fingertips turned white, staring hopelessly at his napkin or out the window. He might have 
cried. I am mildly disappointed, although not at all surprised by the fact that now, the two 
could look at a phenomena and see the same things. Oscar remembers one story Dave told 
about an older man who sat on the western pier...
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The Last Man Who Believed In God

If I may talk to you for a moment
about a man named Steven?,
spelled with a question mark.

He was born to a pair of teachers
who wanted to put the final nail in grammar's coffin.
For the life of me, I cannot remember their names,
But Steven? and his twin brother Mike!,
spelled with an exclamation point,
were famous in The Cloud before
air fully filled their little lungs.

Steven? is a quiet fellow
who lives on the seaside
managing the lighthouse
and from time to time
you might see him sitting by a (maybe illegal?) crab trap on the pier
examining old schematics for combustion engines
and talking to board-walkers about the origins of the word
horsepower.

In University, Steven? studied History
specializing in the transition between
mechanical engineering and the digital age.
He likes to envision man as he sees himself,
a machine that accomplishes work.

Today he explains to his niece, Alison,
the difference between diesel and petrol engines.
She half listens
because at the end of all of Uncle Steven?'s lessons
is a candied apple and a piggy back ride home.
Caramel has gotten stuck in his hair only twice.

In the old days, Steven? explains,
there were fanatics for diesel cars and gas cars.
In long journeys, a family equipped with a petrol powered car
would accelerate faster,
they would get there more comfortably,
the ride was quieter, many would argue.
And their opponents would counter,
a diesel will get you there all the same
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and for a hefty penny cheaper.
They would go back and forth
on and on.

And, as Steven? explains,
it was a near frivolous argument for the best means of moving forward.
Many people did not research and choose the car
they thought best for them.
Their first car was usually handed down
or selected by their father
whose taste they always preferred
from the merits of exposure.

Besides, no matter how much a petrol head
would argue with a diesel fan, or vice versa
if a diesel car coughs and dies
it cannot seek easy refuge by bleeding gas.
You can't run one on the other.

So Alison, when people harangue your father,
who is a fine man, and competent contributor to the world,
know that he is no less
for drinking different fuel.

Know that each morning
he takes his daily bread
and converts it to good works
as good as mine, or any other man's.

There are men who believe in truer things
and drink only from the finest diatribes
for the sheer merit of cocktail conversation.
They sputter fumes as drunken laughter
working only towards sugar cubes in an oncoming tide.

Look, over by the sun.

Do you know how long the lighthouse stands
despite the waves of radar eyes?
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"Mommy, what's a blow-job?"

The question had never been posed in any parenting books. It was one of those queries 
which any mother knows must arrive at some point through the general topic of sex, but no 
typical first-time mom will follow through with the line of logic. That line being, if a parent
is supposed to have the discussion of sex with their child at some point, then that the topic 
of specific sexual acts would probably come up as well. Even if a particularly clever woman 
could predict that a child might ask what a blow-job is, it would be impractical, and not at 
all expected, for her to keep a child-safe answer constantly loaded in her mind amongst the
volumes of other crucial parenting information for an indeterminate amount of time which 
may very well exceed a decade.

The moment the question left Davey's lips, Charlotte's mind sank into gear, effortlessly 
shifting from her mental multi-tasking mode to an uncanny focus. It was a trick she had 
taught herself over the years, evolving from a life philosophy that the quietest, most still 
moments in your day should be the loudest and most electric moments in your mind, and 
when the silence is broken, or you are bombarded by a storm of stimulation, that is when 
the mind should be placid, focused and directed towards a united end.

& a pause is a wonderful thing.
If you pause long enough
and then say something stupid or wrongheaded
it can be ironic, or deceptive.

If you demonstrate no knowledge in your words
a silence tells the world that you might have something kept hidden,
but it is something too valuable to be bargained with
by the likes of... you...?

It helps save face.
 
As Charlotte let the silence sink in, all the chores on her to-do list flaked away like ashes on
an abandoned cigarette. Tomorrow's lunch, tonight's dinner, laundry, litter changing, car 
carpet cleaning, folding clothes, finishing taxes, correspondence via text, email, voicemail,
checking the school carpool schedule, preparing for Halloween parties, researching private 
middle schools, buying more orange juice, celery stalks, chicken thighs, mint, bubble and 
nicotine gum flew from Charlotte's mind like so many dandelion seeds at a leaf blower's 
whim. It was almost destructive, how she so violently purged those thoughts from her mind.
 
All that remained was the steady flow, like faucet water, of things to say back to her son. 
However, instead of complete thoughts and sentences, it came through her consciousness in
streams of independent ideas, splashing down onto a mental palate which spidered out into
different lines of reasoning, ethical implications, and so many potentially unforeseen 
consequences which may very well unfold should a mother poorly describe a blow job to 
her son. But being only human, Charlotte's faucet of thought had the occasional cognitive 
thumb jam its way into the spigot, spraying chaos by means of unhelpful snark.
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Well you know how when a mommy loves a daddy
sometimes they make a baby?
Sometimes when a mommy loves a daddy
but a daddy doesn't really respect "mommies"
all that much as a general idea... no...
 
Or maybe, a blow job is what
mommies and daddies with GEDs... no...
 
When two men love each other
but they’ve been eating a lot of red meat.. no.
 
How one's own sense of humor evolves is a hard thing to predict. On the surface, we all 
would say "I like comedy" because it is inherently enjoyable, but there are infinite degrees 
to which someone is willing to seek out the joy of a well-placed joke. Most enjoyment boils 
down to having a few actors or programs that you particularly enjoy, and some you 
particularly don’t. A basic humor is derived from the timing of those programs and 
individuals. However, some people are so extreme as to study it on a personal and private 
level, diving into it as a craft or science; discovering not only what they dislike, but 
understanding why they dislike it.

They are weirdos.

For most people, like Charlotte, their personal sense of humor is created through peer 
interaction. It is a congregation of like minds that think defectively, similarly. You joke 
with your friends, and then go home and watch the shows they watch because you are so 
similar, and then upon meeting again, you riff and joke about the shared experiences you 
had while apart. Stories are told with the exuberance of youth, with big exaggerations as 
children, ironic faux cynicism as adolescents and emotional gravity (or genuine cynicism) as
adults. And for every individual, there is a certain person, a friend, sibling or parent of 
questionable responsibility, who objectively makes said individual laugh harder, longer and 
more often than anyone else in the world. Inspired by the depth at which they touch the 
individual's psyche, the person in question will go forward consciously, or not, trying to 
replicate that special someone's flavor of hilarity to the rest of the world.  In this respect, 
Charlotte's sense of humor came from Dave.

Tell your son
that sex is what makes happy, smart, good babies
and that blow jobs are what make babies like him.
 
Tell your son
that blow jobs are when you make out with a girl
& you both have a bunch of broccoli in your mouths
& that you blow chunks of chewed up broccoli back and forth.
Forever.
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He hates broccoli. He'll never do it.
Or maybe he'll finally eat it.
Either way,
Win-win.
 
Charlotte never asked about blow-jobs. It was information she acquired through the osmosis
of youth, never a definitive moment or epiphany. Someone said something about some girl 
touching some boy's penis. Someone called it a hand-job. Blow implied activity with the 
mouth. It seemed pretty self-explanatory. Although the action of blowing, as one might do 
on a dandelion, might be one of the more absurd mental images for an adolescent girl, the 
sheer amount of times a high-schooler will hear the term "suck a dick" as an insult, or a jibe
between friends, would make the mental connection fairly elementary.
But Davey was only nine. He attended a private elementary school that would suspend 
children for bringing peanut butter sandwiches into classes where a child had a peanut 
allergy. Hide and seek was seen as reinforcing antisocial behaviors. Swearing, or any 
inappropriate language was forbidden beyond comprehension, like masturbating in church. 
It wasn't until very recently that Davey had become aware of homeless people. 1In 
Charlotte's formative years, wandering around the beach, seeing a urine soaked, homeless 
man with massive dementia was not an everyday occurrence, but not completely unheard 
of. There were men who talked to crows and would throw bits of stale bread high into the 
air for them to catch while flying, keeping a small entourage of corvids as company like so 
many unstrung kites.
 
Ask yourself this:
How much NyQuil do you have to give a kid before its child abuse?
Okay, now back it off a bit. Problem solved.
 
"Well son, fellatio is when the phallus of a homo-sapien male
engages with the oral maw of a consenting adult of the hopefully same species
(although in recent debates on the relevance of Judeo-Christian ethics and morality
the specific gender of the recipient does hold room for flexibility
as the orifice required to complete the operation is not gender specific)
gyrating primarily for physical gratification
although certain cultures make use of the act for dominance
or rite of passage type purposes.
Alright, now go watch a Looney Tune."
 
Charlotte longed for the days of walking up and down the beach aimlessly, waiting for 
adulthood to begin. Her youthful impatience caused her to drag her old black Labrador Sam
along by the choke collar. He did his best to keep up, but from time to time, in sheer 
defiance, he would plop down in the sand and roll on his back, chewing on the leash with 
playful desperation. The crows hated Sam, all owing to one incident in which he abducted 

1They were walking through the park. A man with pants tattered into shorts badgered Davey for some of his ice cream. Charlotte said 
something too cruel to be reprinted. The man called her “a loaf of rancid cunt bologna” and left on the verge of tears. What Charlotte 
said was incomparably worse.
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an abandoned bucket of fried chicken. Charlotte read somewhere that crows could not only
remember human faces and distinct individuals, but had the ability to communicate the 
physical details of the undesirables to their peers. The birds kept a safe perimeter around 
the two, but Charlotte always felt she had been unwittingly been pulled into the grudge 
between Sam and the crows. It was while she eyed the two, who crept close to the side of 
herself and Sam, that Charlotte first met Dave. Of course, the two had been going to school
together for many years, but had never said much of anything to one another, not so much 
as a courtesy nod when passing by each other on the beach, which did happen regularly. In 
this particular instance however, because Charlotte was already fixated on the pair of 
crows, she observed the young man walk by the birds, heading towards the water, saluted 
the two with three fingers and bid them a good afternoon with the nonchalance one would 
address a neighbor, or shared cubicle coworker. He was not happy to see just any crows, 
but those crows. That became the impetus for Charlotte and Dave's first conversation. After
going through the typical school conversations: Weren't you in so and so's class? We had 6th 
grade bio with who'shisface  and whatshername spilt somethingorother on Mr. Whosits 
coat. Hilarious. What piqued Charlotte's interest was the way Dave approached animals. As 
he explained, they walked north towards the cliff-side cafe, stopping every so often so Sam
could smell some washed up seaweed.

Dave felt it only natural that he treated all animals as peers. He himself had a cat, Harvey, 
whom he regarding as a complete equal. Dave would never speak in a baby voice, or usher 
commands. He simply carried out a conversation in the exact same way he addressed 
Charlotte. This of course led him to cohabitate with one of the most annoying cats 
Charlotte had ever encountered: highly demanding, needy, and skittish, but full of 
individuality and an emotional vocal range that sounded as human as any intelligent two 
year old, or perhaps a slow kindergartener. Throughout the course of their friendship, and 
brief courtship, the only distinguishing factor Charlotte noticed between the way Dave 
addressed humans and animals was his propensity to call animals "buddy," and humans, 
"sir," or "ma'am." Part of this philosophy had rubbed off on Charlotte. When she walked her 
current canine, a greyhound named Penelope, Charlotte allowed the dog to dictate the 
route in its entirety. It was an active means of creating a controlled amount of 
uncontrollability into her life. This of course led to a lot of unanticipated sprinting around 
the various parks and running paths, chasing after butterflies and children on bicycles, but 
the time truly belonged to Penelope. And while the remainder of the dog's existence was 
entirely subservient to the hectic schedule Charlotte construed, there was always the 
respite of the walk that provided Penelope with a sense of true freedom, and even a coy 
dominance over her human counterpart, as she would dance around Charlotte trying to 
taunt her with a ball the human was only too happy to ignore.
 
Why is there a verb form to fellatio
but no verb form of cunnilingus?
Seems pretty sexist, English Language.
 
Did you know the word "lady"
comes from the old English compound word
hlafdaegan,
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which translates into modern English as "loaf digger?"
Seems pretty sexist, English Language.
 
Charlotte found out Dave was dead by chance, walking around the beach with Penelope. 
Following the divorce and financial garroting of her former husband (not out of necessity; 
she just liked the idea of him ruined) Charlotte took to an early retirement in her home 
town, the city by the sea. It seemed like the perfect place to raise Davey. 2 Unlike many 
mothers, Charlotte hated shopping for clothes and would do whatever she could to avoid 
the accumulation of clutter. The perpetual mild weather brought on by the ocean which 
soaked up heat during the day, but locked it under fog by night, kept the wardrobe 
requirements simple and consistent year round. It wasn't until Charlotte had moved in, 

2Retirement did not suit Charlotte well. In her younger days, she would have happily taken to a recluse life of personal scientific 
exploration. However, the idea of working with caustic chemical agents, or the odd recreational explosion here or there, while appealing,
did not seem wise considering the curious nature of young Davey. Perhaps, she thought, when he was old enough to understand the 
hazards associated with chemistry she would take it up again, or at the very least, ensure every other parent at the science fair feel the 
sting of underachievement. Instead, Charlotte set out to improve herself in other avenues of life previously ignored. She kept a running 
list in a composition book of all the things she remembered being bad at and set out to understand those fields a little better. It started 
with cooking, an easy start as it was essentially an extension of chemistry, and quickly expanded into other "domestic activities" 
Charlotte had frowned upon previously for no other reason than that her previous business associates with kids seemed torn between 
responsibilities which Charlotte interpreted as them being ineffectual people. She learned how to sew, knit, quilt, and crochet at the 
same time, after which she began to re-teach herself piano - a skill she nailed down quite well as a young girl, but had since faded from 
her mind. Many of the skills she acquired at first were chosen because they would aid in getting Davey to sleep. The first songs she 
learned were lullabies, and her first compositions heavily featured the sustain pedal and soothing major seventh chords. Once her closets 
began to overflow with unused blankets, she began donating them to shelters, and took it as a sign that she needed to move on to 
another craft. Around this time Davey was beginning to learn to read, so to keep up with her child's development, Charlotte made use of 
the library. After flying through cascades of children's books, Charlotte took it upon herself to create her own picture books to emphasize
certain ethics that she wanted to instill on Davey. They always featured a boy named Davey, and tended to encourage questioning, 
curiosity and kindness. At first they started out as sheets of printer paper folded in half and stapled with little hand drawings and 
watercolors. It wasn't before long that Charlotte's natural one-up's-manship led her down the path of complex pop-up mystery books (a 
genre Davey liked) with clues to prizes hidden around the house. The artistry of the pop-up book carried over into greeting card crafting 
and subsequently calligraphy, leading inevitably towards poetry.
 
This was Charlotte's first craft wall. She was inconceivably bad a poetry, at least in her own opinion. To be completely fair, I've read 
some of it, and it isn't half bad, perhaps just a bit too self-aware. Charlotte's books to Davey were fun and games. If it put him to sleep, 
or entertained him, she judged it a success. With poetry on the other hand, success was determined by her own enjoyment of the 
product. She hated it. Her hatred pushed her to try harder. The harder she tried, the worse she felt about it. Looking at her own thoughts
on paper (through calligraphy, Charlotte developed a fascination with quill pens and used them almost exclusively) made her shudder. All
of her previous writing had either been designed for Davey, or checklists of things to do. Without the filter of an external goal, Charlotte 
found she despised the way she thought. This caused her to read prodigious amounts of poetry and writing on poetry, only to her further 
frustration as she discovered that immersing herself in the thoughts of others only superficially helped her writing by implementing 
certain stylistic devices of writers she admired. It felt like throwing a fresh coat of paint on walls with dry rot. There still existed 
something fundamentally displeasing about the basic function of her mind. Her natural solution to this was to keep writing. Charlotte 
filled notebook after notebook with the following plan: If you practice enough, if you write enough, you will naturally become sick of your
own voice (as Charlotte did) and through constant practice, you will eventually become more aware of what it is you are sick of and 
ultimately you will teach yourself the writing tools to correct those perceived flaws. It was an approach not entirely dissimilar to her 
methods in the lab. Everything will fail until it doesn't. Fail better each time. Observe, hypothesize, experiment, revise. She changed her 
writing strategy. Instead of focusing and picking away at one piece until she was exhausted of it, she decided on a "quantity over quality" 
approach, producing poem after poem, sometimes ten per day, and at the end of each month, Charlotte would revisit them and see what
lines or stanzas still had merit. Most didn't. Many were reiterations, or repetitions of previously examined subjects. Yet by the time Davey
asked his mother was a blow-job was though, there had been improvements that even Charlotte could not deny. It is one of the most 
frustrating aspects of craft which Charlotte also noticed in the other arts. You can plan and project improvement over a large scale of 
time, but usually not in the moment. There are very few noticeable epiphanies which are followed by long lasting changes, but when you 
experience one in the midst of a long period of grinding, it is truly sublime. Within Charlotte’s own writing, the language tightened, and 
became more direct, but the poems themselves were longer, as Charlotte began to tackle more complex ideas. She didn't try to construct
metaphors of death through crows and ashes. She would just write about dying. No hyperbole, no flourishing language, just her own 
honest thoughts on the matter. She abandoned embellishment, spin and other sales tactics. It was the honesty in which she found 
comfort - a space where she could be real with herself and hold no delusion regarding her own ignorance; never attempting to convince 
herself out of reality.  All her learning and skills acquired which Charlotte piled on her mind like shields against a perceived fear of 
stupidity could be safely placed aside, allowing the apprehensive inner child to stretch and see beyond the shadows of intellect which had
been constructed over an adulthood. Poetry then, became useful to Charlotte; a tool.  
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gotten Davey into school, and established a comfortable routine that she reconsidered 
getting a dog, by which time she had lived in the city for fifteen months.  Charlotte passed 
Dave's house by chance, after a bad throw took her down that vaguely familiar street that 
smelled like seaweed and French-fry oil. It never occurred to Charlotte to look Dave up. 
While he did float in and out of her mind (especially when addressing her son) the two 
hadn't spoken in ages. She didn't have his phone number. Her sense of propriety kept the 
notion of popping in to say hello well outside the bounds of reason and comfort.

But perhaps owing to the free spiritedness Penelope geared their walks toward; Charlotte 
mustered the courage to knock on the faded Easter yellow door of Dave’s house. She 
probably waited two and a quarter seconds before turning to leave.  As her feet began to 
descend the dry rotten stoop, Charlotte heard the dead bolt latch open and the scratch of a
chain lock straining taut.  She turned to see a decrepit gray hand that looked like a melting 
mannequin draped in copper wire. Who’s there? My name is Charlotte, does Dave still live 
here? Dave’s dead. The door closed.
 
Do you think if Spider-man was getting a blow-job,
he could make his dick "wall-crawling" sticky
and trap a bitch?

The door opened. Dave’s mom was scratching the ass of her nighty. She had curlers in her 
hair, but looked as though she hadn’t been out of the house in weeks. Who the hell are 
you?  A friend of Dave’s. Clearly. We dated briefly in high school. Maybe you remember... 
Clearly. The woman turned and ventured into her darkened dwelling presuming Charlotte 
would follow. As she rotated, she twisted the atmosphere around her. Electronic cigarette 
fumes erupted from the sleeve holes and underside, pushing their way past arm fat and 
slipper sweat. Charlotte did not recall Dave’s mom smoking. Penelope dug into the porch as
much as she could, resisting Charlotte’s tug towards the front door. Leave the pooch 
outside. Everyone seemed relieved at this.  Charlotte tied Penelope to the mailbox at the 
bottom of the stairs and bounded back up and inside. It looked like a house that would reek
of cat pee.

And it rank of cat pee.

Charlotte asked what happened. Dave’s mom called it a suicide. Charlotte didn’t press for 
details, and continues to assume this is true today. Maybe it is on a technicality. Mom 
showed Charlotte pictures from the funeral, offered a glass of lemonade – No thank you. 
Are you sure?  Yes. You have a cat hair in your mouth. Thanks – and then took her up to 
Dave’s old room. Despite the thick layer of dust, it was far and away the cleanest room in 
the house, somehow shielded from the smell of bleached cat urine and tobacco vapor. He 
always lived simply: a mattress on the floor, a white desk and wicker chair by the window 
overlooking the front lawn. Outside, Penelope was licking her asshole. 3 The clothing had 

3 When Penelope licks her butt-hole, it's almost certain that she is enjoying herself, but it is rare to see a dog licking its 
own ass and wagging its tail simultaneously because the act of a tail swatting the face constantly would be irritating, 
causing the the total enjoyment of the activity to plummet. I don't know if dogs can appreciate paradoxes, but if any dog 
could, it would be Penelope.
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been boxed up and put into storage, but Dave’s mother had left the desk completely 
untouched. The minimalism in Dave’s life was a necessary product of liking things neat, but
being an innate slob. There was a pint glass of empty pens and broken pencils and paper 
corners sticking out from each drawer. On the center of the desk was a typed manuscript. 
It was covered in dark pencil markings. Dave’s mom asked Charlotte if she wanted 
anything. There was a friend of Dave’s who was supposed to collect everything and organize
it into a book proposal. It was his last request. The friend organized the funeral, but never 
came back for the papers. She was a nice girl. Dave’s mom is friends with her on Facebook, 
but doesn’t know how to use Facebook.  Charlotte takes the script and a few loose papers 
from the top drawer without checking the content. Half are still blank.  It felt bizarre 
taking the unfinished work. They left a void of dust at the center of the desk, like picked 
scabs. She will leave, take Penelope home, read a few lines from the desk papers and then 
put them away, mostly forgetting the entire ordeal once her son approaches her and asks 
what a blow-job is.
 
The script went something like this:
An almost middle-aged, red-headed girl goes on a date with a guy
who inadvertently makes a reservation at the restaurant she works.
She encounters all the coworkers she’s had affairs with over the years
& every interaction triggers a flashback.
 
The pepper mill is a penis – the waiter’s.
It gets all over her salad
& a bit on her shoulder strap.
The candle holder is a penis – the bus boy’s.
She’s never seen one uncircumcised.
She wonders if this guy is uncircumcised.
What would she do if he was uncircumcised?
She remembers his last name is Black.
It relieves her. He’s probably not uncircumcised.
She thinks about a black penis.
She has trouble conceiving what a black uncircumcised penis would look like.
She’s also never seen a red headed person intimately involved with an Indian person.
Either kind of Indian.
She thinks about making out with both.
Her date is talking about how easy it is to sell time shares.
 
It starts out typed, but ends handwritten. After shredding a line with an eraser, tearing the 
paper, Dave writes, I     give     up. 4The rest of the pages are blank. From time to time, 
Charlotte will consult the papers when looking for inspiration. The loose pages she took 

4 The process of natural death begins with a thought like this. From writing that, Dave took a drive along the highway past
fields of almond trees. He scribbled frantic notes on whatever he could find. They came too quickly and went.  He felt 
death coming. It scared him, then tantalized. He went with it. He felt the stages of mortem-panic relaxed, and observant; 
lifting up on the accelerator gently; coasting with the window down.  The temperature outside was sunny, yet 
surprisingly mild. He could smell a river. He came up with the most grand idea for a collection of poetry and never got 
to write it down, but it didn't really bother him at the time and everything was just fine. The car came to a stop. He died.
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from the desk are poetry. She wishes she had just taken those; wonders if it is too late to 
go back and take more; plays with the idea of finding that “friend who.” Nothing 
materializes, and after telling the story of Dave once or twice Charlotte moves on. She 
doesn’t even tell it as a sad story. It’s her “life is short and crazy” story.  It’s her “you 
never know what will happen” story. The one exception will be much later, when Davey is 
in college and in the midst of a bout of depression. Mom will tell her the story of her old 
friend who never sought help and committed suicide. It helps, even if it’s only part true.

Davey reminds Charlotte of Dave, but only superficially. There are so many Davids in 
people’s lives, but there must always be a David prime. Sure, you can have a mental Dave 
construct, and a Davey, but all those derivatives of David are made to distinguish from the 
David prime. Dead Dave makes his way into her head every other day, sometimes every 
day. She doesn’t like it. It settles in when Davey calls, or she thinks of Davey, and then 
again when trying to write. What would Dave-had-he-been-alive-and-in-my-life-and-been-a-
competent-professional-writer-still say?

This whole living on in people's hearts and minds
can be a real pain in the ass.
Well, that’s not fair.
It’s okay.
Could be better.
Could be worse.
It’s meh.
It's like being a four chord pop star for grief and nostalgia,
where you come out, reenact a memory or two,
say something about always being there
and wait until the next time your loved ones need you.
But perfection and idealization are generally prisons
designed, of course, for preservation.

It's almost a joyful thing, being forgotten.
You see people become stronger to take on the load you carried.
Tell your son that blow-jobs are when you take on a good
friend's load. That's right enough.

Holy crap, Davey’s been standing there this whole time; eyes glazing over yet slowly 
beginning to process that not all is well in the mind of Charlotte. He is debating whether or 
not he should ask the question again, and hypothesizing that he might have stumbled upon 
something of grave importance. Misdirection was Charlotte’s first instinct in sales, but she 
can’t unbutton her shirt for her son, or offer to get another round. She says they’re late for
something – planning a Halloween party. Googley-eyes, glue-sticks and black & orange 
construction paper. Do you want to help Mom get ready? Okay put your shoes on.  

Wait, wait wait…
Give him a Fudge Pop.
It’s always better to show than tell.
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